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The Musical Circle of Anthony Wood in Oxford During the Commonwealth and Restoration

Bruce Bellingham

Of the three invaluable recorders of English musical life in the second half of the seventeenth century, Samuel Pepys, John Evelyn, and Anthony Wood, only Anthony Wood wrote detailed accounts that are more than anecdotal. His active participation as an amateur musician in Oxford led him to report on the activities of many other musicians, on the playing of viols, on the rising popularity of the violin family, on the copying and purchase of manuscript and printed music, and on the uniquely retrospective interests of Oxford viol players — all during an age of great political and cultural upheaval in the leading intellectual center of England.

Although he is somewhat known to music scholars through articles by Pamela Willetts¹ and Margaret Crum,² and is mentioned in passing by others,³ little has been written recently on his inde-

Research for this paper was carried on during a sabbatical leave in Oxford, Spring 1981. The writer wishes to thank the following people for their help, advice, and hospitality: Andrew Ashbee, Margaret Crum, Gordon Dodd, Pamela Willetts, and the staff of the Duke Humfrey’s Room of the Bodleian Library.


fatigable descriptions and accounts. And yet, his manifold interests and writings have been gathered in an exemplary study for the Oxford Historical Society by Andrew Clark, which in turn has been abridged by Llewelyn Powys who observed:

The Oxford antiquary, Anthony à Wood, was a perfect example of his kind, a perfect example of those easily recognizable individuals who advance through life with their heads turned backwards. These people cannot abide that any scrap of the material world should go unregarded. They are precious over each single bone and shard. Their purpose is to mark, to record, to register, and their work, sneered at by the heedless of their day, is often of the greatest value to posterity.  

Three principal sources provide the documentation for studying the musical circle of Anthony Wood. The first is “The diary of the life of Anthony à Wood, historiographer and antiquarie of the most famous University of Oxford . . .” [London, British Library, MS Harley 3409]. This source is on sixty-two leaves, from his birth in 1632 to the end of March, 1659/60, written in the first


7 Wood, Life and Times (Powys ed.), p. 19.

8 For Wood, the dating of a new year began on March 25. In the cited passages to follow, any references to a date from January to March will be given thus: 1659/60.

1658 [I, 255-6]
July.—The 3.S., for socks, 6d; the same, spent at Harper’s with Mr. [John] Curteigne, 8d.—The 5, M., spent at the Swan on my cox. Bolton, 1s 3d.—6, T., spent att Mr. Bodicott’s with Mr. Thuxan[?]. Mr. [Nicholas] Shirwill, Mr. [Zephaniah] Cressett, 6d; the same, for wine for Mr. [Zephaniah] Cressett and Mr. Cowdrey, 6d; the same, at Mr. Elleses, 6d; the same, paid to Mr. Fforst, 2s 2d—7, W., spent, 6d—8, Th., spent, 6d, 6d—9, F., for a hatt, 1 li. 4s—10, S., for gloves, 1s 2d; att Elleses, 6d—12, M., for seeing the Turke dance 6d; the same, spent with Mr. [John] Warnford, 1s—13, T., spent with Mr. [John] Warnford, 1s; att Elleses, 6d—14, W., spent to see the Turk, 6d; the same, att Elleses, 6d; the same, spent with Mr. [John] Gamble and Mr. [Thomas] Pratt at Tavern, 4s; the same, att Elleses for a lodging, 1s—15, Th., att Elleses, 6d—16, F., for binding of a booke, 6d; the same, spent, 10d.—17, S., given to see the play att the Cross Inn, 6d.—The 20, T., att Elleses, 6d; the same, spent at the Crowne Taverner with Mr. [Zephaniah] Cressett and Mr. [John] Boat, 1s—24, S., spent att Mr. Elleses on M. [Thomas] Baltier, Mr. [Edward] Low, etc, 1s; spent, 4d—27, T., att Elleses, 6d—28, W., for a pair of Spanish shoes, 4s 6d—29, Th., spent, 6d.

When he was nineteen years old, and in his last year as an undergraduate in Merton College, Wood first noted his love of music:

Dec. 1651 [I, 173 (62)]
This yeare A.W. begane to exercise his natural insatiable genie he had to musick. He exercised his hand on the violin; and, having a good ear to take any tune at first hearing, he could quickly draw it out from the violin, but not with the same tunings of strings that others used. He wanted understanding friends and money to pick him out a good master, otherwise might he have equal'd in
that instrument and in singing any person then in the Universitie. He had some companions that were musical, but they wanted instruction as well as he.

[I, 173]

This yeare I began to exercise a natural and unsatiable genie I had to music. I played by rood [rote] without any teacher on the violin; and having an eare I could play any tune, but — you must conceive — not well.

Will. Boreman, Gent[leman] com[moner] of Pembroke coll. (of the Isle of Wight) my companion good at the virginal


In July, 1652, he received his degree; and when in August he fell sick

he was advised to retire into the country to take better aye than in Oxon, follow the plow, and use what exercise he could there to shake the ague off.

At Cassington, while working on a farm, he tells further of his manner of tuning the violin:

[I, 178 (65)]

While he continued in the country, he followed the plow on his well-dayes and sometimes plowed. He learnt there to ring on the six bells then newly put up; and having had from his most tender yeares an extraordinary ravishing delight in music, he practiced privately there, without the help of an instructor, to play on the violin. It was then that he set and tuned his strings in fourths, and not in fifths according to the manner: and having a good ear and being ready to sing any tune upon hearing it once or twice, he would play them all in short time with the said way of tuning, which was never known before.

Such a tuning may not have been common with the violin, but Wood may have adapted the instrument to a tuning in fourths because of his familiarity with the viol da gamba, as we may conclude later. After a year of recuperation, he began his studies for a master’s degree as well as violin lessons with an altered tuning:

---

^9 Added by Clark from the Harley MS 5409; he concludes that the two names are of the musical companions referred to in the Tanner MS 102.

[I, 181 (66)]

An. Dom. 1653: 5 Car. II o/l Oliv. protect.: [Wood aet. 21]^10 September.—After he had spent the summer at Cassington in a loishe and retir’d condition, he return’d to Oxon; and being advised by some persons,^11 he entertain’d a master of music to teach him the usual way of playing on the violin, that is, by having every string tuned 5 notes lower than the other going before. The master was Charles Griffith, one of the musicians belonging to the city of Oxon, whom he thought then to be the most excellent artist, but when A.W. improv’d himself in that instrument, he found him not so. Th., Sept. 8; He gave him 2s 6d entrance, and 10s quarterly. This person after he had extremely wondered how he could play so many tunes as he did by fourths, without a director or guide, he then tuned his violin by fifths, and gave him instructions how to proceed, leaving then a lesson with him to practice against his next coming.

Wood’s burgeoning interests are reflected in his enthusiasm and veneration for his studies:

[I, 182 (66)]

The last yeare, after he was entred into the publik library (which he took to be the happiness of his life, and into which he never entred without great veneration) he could do but little in it, because he was entred but a little while before his ague took him. But this yeare being a constant student therein he became acquainted with the places in the Arts library (for no farther could bachelors of Arts then goe)^12 where the books of English historie and antiquities stand. . . . Heraldry, musick and painting did so much crowd upon him that he could not avoid them; and could never give a reason why he should delight in those studies more than in others, so prevalent was nature, mix’d with a generosity of mind and a hatred to all that was servile, sneaking, or advantageous for lucre sake.

A year later, Wood completed his studies:

1654 [I, 186]

Aug, 10, Th., I was examined for the degree of Master, in the Natural Philosophy School, by William Bull of Trinity Coll.

---

^10 In his two drafts for his autobiography, Wood begins each year with a tabulation of the years in the reign of King Charles II dating from the beheading of Charles I, as well as the protectorate of Oliver Cromwell.

^11 Clark notes Wood’s added remark in the Harley MS: “whom I cannot now remember.”

^12 Wood is referring to the Arts End in the Bodleian Library, added to the end of Duke Humphrey’s Room in 1612. See Illustration VI.
At the latter end of 1654, Wood, Bull, and other musical friends took off on some student high-jinks, and in his unreserved account, Wood records an instrumental combination that is of some interest in the study of seventeenth-century music:

[I, 189 (66)]

A.W. having by this time obtain'd proficiency in musick, he and his companions were not without silly frolicks, not now to be maintained.

Having by this time got some musical acquaintance, a frolick by all means must be taken by us; and what should it be, but to dispose our selves in poor habits, and like contry fidlers scrape for our livings? Farrington fair this yeare was the place designed to go to: and all of us (five in number) lodging in a house in the middle row of Magdalen parish, belonging to one Gregory a Chandler, we sate out very early the next morning, and calling first on Mr. Thomas Latton's house at Kingston Bakepuzer, wee bid him good morrow by 2 or 3 tunes. He came in the hall among us, listened to our musick, gave us money, and ordered drink to be carried to us. After wee had done with him, wee retired to the in standing on the road going to Farrington, dined there, and after dinner were entertain'd by some of the neighbors, who danced (as I remember) in the green, gave us some money and victuals, and I think wee returned very late that evening to Oxon. The names of those in this exploit were, myself and William Bull before mention'd, who played on the violins; Edmund Gregorie, B.A. and gent. com. of Meriton Coll., who played on the bass viol; John Trap of Trinity, on the citterne; and Georg Mason of the said Coll. on another wyer instrument, but could do nothing at all. Most of my companions would afterwards glory in this, but I was ashamed, and could never endure to hear of it.

During May, 1655, Wood gave his public lectures in the Natural Philosophy school for his master's degree. On December 17, he was admitted Master of Arts, on his birthday.

Soon after this point in his life, Anthony Wood began to keep a record of his activities in his almanacs. Andrew Clark clarifies the beginning date of this information: "The Almanacs, having Wood's journal-notes written on their interleaves, begin with the Almanac for 1657; and although at first meagre, soon come to form the chief source for Wood's life. In the first of the set (that for 1657), several memoranda for the preceding year (1656) are found."

From the following passage in his autobiographical drafts, Wood indicates that he had studied violin, in the intervening time since Charles Griffith, with another professional musician who earned some income by playing for official university events. Further, Wood discusses the lowly regard with which the violin was held by Oxford scholars, clearly explaining their preference for a consort of viols, and finally records the change in musical taste that came with the Restoration of the monarchy in 1660:

[I, 212]

Anno 1656 [i.e. 6/7] monsieur William Jeans taught me to play on the violin, beginning in January and so on till 7 months' end. Jan[uary]; whereas A.W. had before learned to play on the violin by the instruction of Charles Griffith, and afterwards of John Parker one of the universitie musitians, he was now advis'd to entertaine one William James a dancing master, by some account excellent for that instrument, and the rather, because it was said that he had obtained his knowledge of dancing and musick in France. He spent in all half a yeare with him, and gained some improvement from him; yet at length he found him not a compleat master of his facultie, as Griffith and Parker were not: and to say the truth, there was yet no compleat master in Oxon for that instrument, because it had not been hitherto used in consort among gentlemen, only by common musitians, who played but two parts. The gentlemen in private meetings which A.W. frequented, play'd three, four and five parts all with viols, as treble-viol, tenor, counter-tenor and bass, with either an organ or virginal or harpsicon joyn'd with them: and they esteemed a violin to be an instrument only belonging to a common fiddler, and could not endure that it should come among them for fear of making their meetings seem to be vain and fiddling. But before the restoration of K. Charles 2 and especially after, viols began to be out of

---


15 Wood may be referring here to an instrumental combination of two violins with bass and chordal instruments (such as that described on his "frolick" above), whereas the violin consort was usually polyphonic for all parts. Concerning Wood's mention in the next sentence of a "counter-tenor" viol, rarely encountered in any records of the period, see Robert Donington, "James Talbot's Manuscript: Bowel Strings," *Chelys* 6 (1975-6): 58.
fashion, and only violins used, as treble-violin, tenor and bass-violin; and the king according to the French mode would have 24 violins playing before him, while he was at meales, as being more aire and brisk than viols.

Wood attended the meetings where no violins were tolerated. If he played in the consort, he must have played the viola da gamba. Here we have recourse to his almanac-journal notes, which coincidentally throw light upon his earlier accounts of tuning the violin in fourths.

[I, 210 (74)]
The 25 December, Th., 1656, I paid yong Mr. Bishop 3s for mending my base viol.

1657/8 [I, 237]
February. — 18, Th., to Bishop for mending my viall, 1s; —
25, Th., for vioill-strings, 7d.
[I, 238]
March. — The 2d, T., for stringes, 4d.

Evidently, Wood was keeping his instruments in good condition for playing in the music meetings. Usually he was careful to distinguish whether it was the viol or the violin that needed attention, but not always:

1657 [I, 231]
December. — 17, Th., for stringes, 7d.16

1658/9 [I, 266]
January. — 15, S., to Bishop for mending my violin, 1s.

The music meetings which Wood attended and described in considerable detail were unique to Oxford, and arose because of political, religious, and cultural circumstances during the middle years of the seventeenth century. Being an academic, a royalist, and a High-Church Anglican, he recorded the tumultuous events occurring around him with a highly individual point of view. As official chronicler of the university,17 he wrote of the Civil War

and its aftermath, frequently under the influence of his respect and veneration for the institution.

1642 [I, 68]

Oct. 29, S., the king with his army of foot, prince Rupert and prince Maurice (his two nephews), prince Charles and James duke of York (his two sons) entred into Oxon.
[I, 69 (36)]

November. — This yeare, Oxford was garrisoned for the king. The scholars put out of their colleges: and those that remained bore armes for the king in the garrison.

[I, 69]

About the same time his majestie caused his magazine to be put into New college cloister and tower etc. Whereupon the master of the school there, with his scholars (among whom A. Wood was one) were removed to the choristers' chamber at the east end of the common hall of the said Coll. It was then a dark nasty room and very unfit for such a purpose, which made the scholars often complains, but in vaine.

November 29, 1642 — The King came from Reading to Oxford; lodged in Christ Church [college] and there, so long as they continued in Oxford, kept their courts.18

1643 [I, 83]

Munday, 23 January. . . . as the magazin for armes & gunpowder was in Newe Colledge, and the magazin for vittels in the Gild hall, and for corn in the Schooles, so the magazin for cloth for soldiers' apparrell and coates was in the Musick Schoole, and in the Astronony Schoole adjoyneis to it. . . . The Drawe bridges were all made & framed in the Rhetorick Schoole.

An. Dom. 1645. 21 Car. I. The Acts of the University are very few or none this year, neither doth any thing material occur in our Books. . . . No Act solemnized this, three years before, or divers after. No exercises performed in the Schools, they being employed as Magazines for several commodities, or else used by the lords and Commons assembled in Parliament by the King's command. . . . Few there were that went in Academical Habits or Formalities, for all under the age of 60 were upon military duty, and therefore continually wore swords.

In 1646, after Oxford was laid siege by the Parliamentary forces, the thirteen-year-old Wood returned from Thame, where

16 Clark adds here an annotation, "for his violin;" however, the price of 7d for these strings is the same as that for his viol noted on February 25.


he had been sent for safety from the fighting and from the threat of plague. Characteristically, his curiosity and interest in music were piqued:

[I. 128 (48)]

June 24, Wednesday and Midsummer day, the garrison of Oxon, which was the chiefest hold the king had, and wherein he had mostly resided while the civil war continued, was surrendered for the use of the parliament, as most of his garrisons were this yeare, occasion'd by the fatal battle of Naseby which hapned in the last yeare, wherein the king and his partie were in a woeful manner worsted.

[I. 128]

'Divers papers relating to the seige of Oxon, 1646,' from some of which I understand that cardinall Mazarin, the great favorite in the French court, had fortie thousand pounds in readiness in the hands of certaine persons to buy up the MSS in the Public and College libraries, to be conveyed into France.

[I. 129 (50)]

After his retourne to the house of his nativity, he found Oxford empty as to scholars, but pretty well replenish'd with parliamentarian soldiers. Many of the inhabitants had gained great store of wealth from the Court and royalists that had for several yeares continued among them; but as for the yong men of the city and university he found many of them to have been debauch'd by bearing armes and doing the duties belonging to soldiers, as watching, warding, and sitting in tipping-houses for whole nights together. I have had the opportunity (I cannot say happiness) to peruse several songs, ballads, and such like frivolous stuff, that were made by some of the ingenious sort of them, while they kept guard, ... which, though their humour and chiefest of their actions are in them described, yet I shall pass them by, as very unworthy to be here, or any part, mention'd. 19

Because of the association with the royalists, Oxford town and university were treated to a kind of purge by the parliamentarians. Fortunately for posterity, the libraries were not harmed, but the scholars, students, and anyone else in service to the university and colleges were closely questioned by a delegation of Parliamentary Visitors, the college chapels disbanded and the organs closed or dismantled. 20 Wood was subject to this investigation:

[I. 141 (53)]

An. Dom. 1648: 24 Car. I: The Visitors appointed by Parliament having sate several times in the lodgings of Sir Nathaniel Brent, warden of Merton coll., in the last yeare, but to little purpose, they proceeded this yeare with very great rigour, to the ruin of the Universitie. The members of every college were all summoned to appeare on a certaine day, and somtimes two or 3 colleges or more appeared in one day, and if they did not give in a positive answer whether they would submit to them and their visitation as appointed by parliament, they were forthwith ejected.

[I. 144 (54)]

Friday (May 12) the members of Merton College appear'd, and A.W. was called in (for the members were called in one by one) he was ask'd this question by one of the Visitors: 'Will you submit to the authority of parliament in this visitation?' to which he gave this answer, and wrot it downe on a paper lying on the table, as he was directed: 'I do not understand the business, and therefore I am not able to give a direct answer.'

Wood's observations about the bickering factions in the university during the Commonwealth illustrate the discussions caused by the Visitors, who ejected many scholars and students who would not take the Solemn League and Covenant and the Negative Oath, those who taught "obnoxious dictines," and those who had borne arms against the Parliament. Ejected Fellows of colleges were replaced by "intruded Fellows," some from Cambridge, who were acceptable to the Visitors.

1648 [I. 147]

November. — They were severely examin'd, and in due course elected and admitted ... yet all that were then admitted submitted to the Visitors. Some admissions [of fellows] that followed

20 Montagu Burrows, The Register of the Visitors of the University of Oxford, from A.D. 1647 to A.D. 1758, with some Account of the State of the University during the Commonwealth, Camden Society Publications, New Series, vol. 29 [Westminster]: Printed for Camden Society, 1881. This study is still a valuable aid in tracing the activities of Oxford musicians during that period.
were done by the sole authority of the Committee and Visitors.\(^{21}\)

Among his papers, Wood characterised the factions and, coincidentally, explained the role of music in the university:

[I, 147 (54)]
Parishes in the University 1648-1660.

The generality thefore of the University were divided into two parties, Presbyterians and Independents; and each had their leading members to direct, instruct, persuade, etc. . . . Which two parties did in some respects make a faction in the University; and when occasion served they would both joyn against the Royalists, whom they stiled 'the common enemy.' The former of these [i.e., the Presbyterians] with their disciples seemed to be very severe in their course of life, manners or conversation, and habit or apparel; . . . The other (the Independents) more free, gay, and (with a reserve) frolicksome; of a gay habit, whether preachers or not. But both, void of publick and generous spirits.

The former, for the most part, preached nothing but damnation: the other not, but rather for libertie. Yet both joyned together to pluck downe and silence the prelaticall preachers, or at least expose their way to scorne.

[I, 296 (92)]
[As to] manners; factions, saucy, and some impudent and conceited . . . Scorning at anything that seemed formal; laughing at a man in a cassock or canonical coat or long cloak to the heels, at those praying with hats before their eyes when they come into the church or kneeling down against a pillar or form.

[I, 298 (93)]
[They used to] love and encourage instrumental musick; but did not care for vocall, because that was used in church by the prelatical partie. They would not goe to alehouses or taverns, but send for their liquors to their respective chambers and tiple it there . . . They would also entertaine each other in their chambers with edibles, and sometimes (but seldom) at a cook's house that had a back-way, and be very merry and follicksome. Nay, such that had come from Cambidge and had gotten fellowships would be more free of entertainment than any . . .

They encouraged instrumental musick, and some there were that had music meetings every week in their chambers; but vocal musick\(^{22}\) the heads of these partie[s] did not care for, and the juniors were afraid to entertaine it because [it was] used by the prelaticall party in their devotions.

An anecdote told by Wood about Oliver Cromwell, who had been elected Chancellor of the university on January 1, 1650/1, further confirms the musical preferences during the Commonwealth:

1659 [I, 287 (89)]

Oct. In this month died James Quinn, M.A., Student of Ch[i]urch, in a crazed condition . . . A.W. had some acquaintance with him, and hath several times heard him sing with great admiration. His voice was a bass, and he had a great command of it. Twas very strong and exceeding troubling, but he wanted skill and could scarce sing in consort. He had been turn'd out of his student's place by the Visitors; but being well acquainted with some great men of those times that loved musick, they introduced him into the company of Oliver Cromwell the protector, who loved a good voice and instrumental musick well . . . Sung before the Protector, liquored by him with sack, restored to his Student's place at his desire.

Events changed again with the death of Cromwell, the brief interlude with his son as Lord Protector, and the final restoration of the monarchy. Wood's account of their effect on the Oxford community reveal his sharp eye:

1658 [I, 259 (81)]

Sept. 3, F., Oliver Cromwell the protector died. This I set downe, because some writers tell us that he was hurried away by the Devill in the wind . . . Sept. 6, M., Richard Cromwell his son was proclaimed Protector at Oxtone at the usual places where kings have been proclaimed. While he was proclaiming before S. Marie's church dort, the mayor, recorder, townclerk, &c. accompanied by col. Uncon Croke and his troopers, were pelted with carret and turnip-tops by yong scholars and others who stood ar a distance. 1659/60 [I, 303, (93)]

Feb. 13, Munday, at night, was great rejoicing in Oxtone for the news that then was brought, that there should suddenly be a free-parliament. The bells rang, and bonfiers were made, and some rumps or tayles of sheep were flung into a bonfier at Quene's college gate. Dr. John Palmer, a great rumper, warden of Allsouls Coll . . . had a rump throwne up from the street at his windows.

\(^{21}\) Wood, Life and Times (Clark ed.) [I, 147, n. 1]. Clark explains: "The distinction drawn seems to be this: in the earlier admisions of fellows the college retained the semblance of autonomy, making its own election (though its choice was limited to those who had submitted to the visitors); but in the later admisions, the college had passively to accept the nominees of the Committee in London on the Visitors in Oxford."

\(^{22}\) Clark [I, 298, n. 7]: "part-singing, I suppose."


Illustration V: Photograph of Broad Street, Oxford, by Bruce Bellingham, 1981, from the same location.

Illustration IX: Detail, showing the location of the Music School (in caption: "8 Schola Musicae").

Illustration X: Oxford, University Archives, N.W.3.4., p. 204.
He had been one of the rump parliament, and a great favourite of Oliver.

[I, 317 (96)]

May 29, T., the day of restoration of K. Ch. 2 observed in all or most places in England, particularly at Oxon which did exceed any place of its bigness. Many from all parts flocked to London to see his entrance, but A.W. was not there, but at Oxon, where the jollity of the day continued till next morning. The world of England was perfectly mad. They were freed from the chaises of darkness and confusion which the presbyterians and phanatics had brought upon them; yet some of them seeing then what mischief they had done, tac'd about to participate of the universal joy, and at length clos'd with the royal partie.

[II, 357 (103)]

State of the University after the Restoration.

It now remaines that I should say something (1) of what was done by the persons restored to make themselves and their doctrine acceptable to the people, and how by some disposed, and of their learning; (2) of what was done by some of the old scholars that had weathered out the times from 1648 to this year and of some junior that had been disciplin'd in the Presbyterian and Independent ways. The first matter, therefore, that the restored persons looked after was to put themselves in the most prefalatical garbe that could be, and the rather, that they might encourage others, especially those of the intervall, to doe the like; to restore all signes of monarchy in the Universitie, the Common Prayer, surplice and certaine costomes, ... to reduce the Universitie to the old way of preaching and praying ...

And that they might draw the vulgar from the aforesaid praying and preaching which was still exercised in som churches and houses, they restored the organ at Christ Church, Magdalen, New, and St. John's College[s], togethether with the singing of prayers after the most antient way: to which places the resort of people (more out of novelty, I suppose, than devotion) was infinitely great. But the Presbyterians, whose number was considerable, seeing their disciplos daily fall off, endeavord to make these matters ridiculsous either in their common discourses, libells, or some idle pamphlets that they caused to be dispersed. They compared the organ to the whining of pigs; their singing, to that of a joviall crew in a blind ale-house ... 

Nay, some varlets of Christ Church were so impudent (whether set on by the Presbyterians or no, I know not) to goe on the 21 January this yeare [1660/1] about 11 or 12 of the clock at night to a chamber under the common hall (where the choiresters leanne
their grammar) and thence to take away all such surplices that they could find: and being so done, to throw them in a common privy house belonging to Peckwater Quadrangle, and there with long sticks to thrust them downe into the excrements. The next day being discovered, they were taken up and washed; but so enraged were the deane and canons, that they publickly protested, if they knew the person or persons that had committed that act, they should not onlie loose their places and be expelled the Universitie but also have their eares cut off in the market place. The Presbyterians were wonderfully pleased at this action, laughed hartily among themselves, and some in my hearing have protested that if they knew the person that did this heroick act they would convey to him an encouraging gratuity. Soone after came out a ballad or lampoon, made as 'twas reported by one Thomas Smith bachelor of Arts of Christ Church, intituled 'Love's Lamentation,' or the lamentation of Edward Lowe organist of Christ Church—the beginning of which was this:

"Have pitty on us all, good Lairds,
For surely wee are all uncleane;
Our surplices are daub'd with tirds,
And eke we have a shitten Deane."

The preceding accounts have been cited in order to provide a necessary understanding of the social circumstances that engendered the music meetings which Wood attended and described in detail. In the following passages, whatever comments by Wood that seem extraneous to this present study (such as family lineage and escutcheons, and later careers of the participants) have been deleted. It is clear from his remarks that their love of music superceded any political, religious, or philosophical differences among the participants, since the first four men had been intruded into the university by the Parliamentary Visitors,23 one was a Roman Catholic, and many others (especially those whom Wood calls the "musick masters") had been ejected from colleges or chapels during the same purge. Note that Wood makes a clear distinction between the students and fellows of the colleges, the musicians who earned their livelihoods from the university colleges and chapels, and "common" musicians.

[I, 204 (72)]

By this time24 A.W. had genuine skill in musick, and frequented

the weekly meetings of musitians in the house of William Ellis, late organist25 of S. John's Coll., situat and being in a house opposite to that place whereon the Theater was built. The usual company that met and performed their parts were:

(1) John Cock, M.A., fellow of New Coll. by the authority of the Visitors . . .

(2) John Jones, M.A., fellow of the said College by the same authority.

(3) Georg Croke, M.A., [fellow] of the same Coll., also by the same authority. He was afterwards drowned . . . 1657.

(4) John Friend, M.A., fellow also of the said house and by the same authority. He died in the country anno 1658.


(6) Ralph26 Sheldon, gent., a Roman Catholick . . . at this time living in Halywell neare Oxon, admired for his smooth and admirable way in playing on the viol. He died in the city of Westminster . . . 1657. . .

(7) Thomas Wren, a younger son of Matthew Wren bishop of Ely, a sojourner now in the house of Francis Bowman bookseller . . .

(8) Thomas Janes M.A. of Magdalen Coll. would be among them, but seldom played. He had a weekly meeting in his chamber at the Coll., practiced much on the Theorbo lute, and Gervase Westcote being often with him as an instructor, A.W. would sometimes go to their meeting and play with them.

The musick masters, who were now in Oxon and frequented the said meeting, were:

(1) William Ellis, bach. of musick, owner of the house wherein the meeting was. He alwaies play'd his part either on the organ or virginal.

(2) Dr. John Wilson, the public professor, the best at the lute in all England. He sometimes play'd on the lute, but mostly presided the consort.

(3) Curteys27 a lutenist lately ejected from some choire or

23 See Burrows, The Register, pp. 169, 55, 92, 195, 170.
24 Clark [I, 204, n. 1] explains: "i.e., at the beginning of 1656 (counting the year as beginning on 25 March)."
25 In the Harley MS 5409 draft, Wood wrote "the ejected organist." The same explanation serves for Edward Lowe, below.
26 Clark [I, 204, n. 8]: "'Ralph' is in pencil, as though Wood were not quite sure about it."
27 Another participant whose first name was unknown to, or forgotten by, Wood.
cath[olic] church. After his majestie's restoration he became gent. or singing-man of Ch[rist] Church in Oxon.

(4) Thomas Jackson, a bass-violist; afterwards one of the choize of S. John's coll. in Oxon.

(5) Edward Low, organist lately of Ch[rist] Church. He play'd only on the organ; so when he performed his part, Mr. Ellis would take up a counter-tenor viol and play, if any person were wanting to perforne that part.

(6) Gervase Littleton alias Westcot, or Westcot alias Littleton, a violist. He was afterwards a singing man of S. John's coll.

(7) William Flexney, who had belonged to a choize before the warr. He was afterwards a gent. or singing-man of Ch[rist] Ch[urch]. He played well upon the bass viol and sometimes sung his part. He died 6 Nov. 1692 aged 79 or thereabouts.

(8) . . . . 28 Proctor a yong man and a new commer. He died soon after as I shall tell you anon.

—John Parker, one of the Universitie musitian, would be somtimes among them; but Mr. Low, a proud man, could not endure any common musitian to come to the meeting, much less to play among them.

—Among these I must put John Haselwood an apothecary, a starched formal clisterpipe, who usually play'd the bass-viol and somtimes on the counter-tenor. He was very conceited of his skil (tha he had but little of it) and therefore would be ever and anon ready to take up a viol before his betters: which being observed by all, they usually call'd him Handlewood.

As for other musitians who were about this time beginners, you shall have the names of them under the yeare 1656.

The above account must be amended by these observations in Wood's autobiographical drafts for July, 1656:

[I, 208]

July 22, T., 1656; Mr. [Joseph] Proctor departed this life in the parish of Holywell, Oxon. . . . He was a rare musician especial for the Lyra viol and also for the division viol: bred up under Mr. J[ohn] Jenkins the mirrour of this our age. He was very good for the treble viol, and also for the violin. And all these comprehended in a man of three or four-and-twenty yeares of age. 

July 22, T., . . . Proctor died in Holywell; . . . He had [been] bred

up in the faculty of musick by Mr. John Jenkyns (the mirrour and wonder of his age for musick); was excellent for the lyra-viol and division-viol, good at the treble-viol and treble-violin; and all comprehended in a man of three or four and twenty years of age. He was much admired at the meetings, and exceedingly pitted by all the faculty for his loss.

[I, 209 (73)]

This summer came to Oxon The Antiquities of Warwickshire, &c. written by William Dugdale, and adorn'd with many cuts. This being account'd the best book of its kind that hitherto was made extant, my pen cannot enough describe how A. Wood's tender affections and insatiable desire of knowledge were ravish'd and melted downe by the reading of that book. What by musick and rare books that he found in the public library, his life, at this time and after, was a perfect Elysium.

In this first detailed account of the music meetings, Wood names most of the participants (including himself, presumably, playing viol and violin), and designates the instruments played and performing abilities of most of them. The first group were almost all students and/or fellows in the colleges. Most of the music masters merited that description because they earned at least part of their livelihoods as musicians, and most of these (except Wilson) had been members of chapel choirs which had been disbanded in 1648 by Parliament. By his description of Joseph Proctor, we may assume that this young man was included among the "masters" because of his training with John Jenkins, and that his level of musicianship was quite high. Wood's use of the term "new commer" may imply that Proctor was not a fellow M.A. in a college, or that the meetings had been held for some time before this account of 1656.

There is an indication that other meetings occurred in college quarters, and that the purpose of some of these was for instruction from one of the music masters; perhaps when Wood sometimes played in Magdalen College with Janes and Westcote, they formed an ensemble of Wood (violin or viol), Westcote (viol), and Janes (theorbo lute). In spite of Wood's qualification, quoted earlier, that these meetings allowed only viols, the above account indicates that at least some of the participants played violins. However, only Parker, we know from that same passage, was solely a violinst,

28 Wood omits the first name again here, as he does in the obituary cited below.

29 Clark adds this phrase from Wood's draft, Harley MS 5409. "Faculty" in this context means the art of music.
which may explain why he was not tolerated by Edward Lowe. Further, Flexney is said to have “sometimes sung his part,” suggesting that although these meetings featured predominantly instrumental music, and although the Presbyterians and Independents were highly critical and suspicious of vocal music, some singing may have been included, perhaps as consort songs (which had been popular in Oxford before the Civil War, and were composed by Richard Nicholson, the first Music Professor at Oxford). In order to keep the ensemble together, John Wilson, the music professor, “mostly presided the consort.” The possible choices of the participants to form various ensemble combinations may be summarized thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lute/Theorbo</th>
<th>Virginal/Harpischord/Organ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stradling</td>
<td>Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janes</td>
<td>Lowe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>Violin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curteys</td>
<td>Proctor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexney</td>
<td>Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viol</td>
<td>Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheldon</td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis (counter tenor)</td>
<td>Cock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westcote</td>
<td>Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexney (bass)</td>
<td>Croke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proctor (lyra, division, treble)</td>
<td>Friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haselwood (bass, countertenor)</td>
<td>Wren.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood (bass)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, Wood is fairly explicit in describing the location of William Ellis’s house. The theater referred to is the Sheldonian Theatre, designed by Christopher Wren in 1664 on a bequest of the Archbishop Gilbert Sheldon for various university functions, and completed in 1669. Its location (number 28), facing with its front to Broad Street and its back to the Bodleian Library (number 27) and the Schools Quadrangle (number 26), can be seen in a detail of a map of Oxford engraved by David Loggan in 1675. Illustration I. The appearance of Broad Street prior to the construction of the Theatre can be seen on a map by Wenceslaus Hollar, showing the Library (number 9) and the University Schools (number 10). Illustration II. A composite drawing of this section of North-East Oxford was prepared by H. E. Salter, showing the Divinity School (and the old Duke Humphrey’s Room of the Bodleian Library), the Bodleian Library (in Wood’s time this was the University Schools Quadrangle), the Sheldonian Theatre, and the row of properties opposite. Illustration III. From studying the records of leases for these properties, Salter presents this information:

Leases of no. 46 Broad Street . . .

Aug. 21, 23 Car. I [1647]: a lease to Bartholomew Finch, cook, of two messuages now in his occupation; Edward Sellwood, cook, is West, a tenement of Magdalen Coll. in the occupation of John Ellis (lawyer) is East . . .

June 21, 14 Car. II, 1662; his lease is renewed; on the E. is Christopher Brooks in the tenement of Magd. College; on the

---

31. Wood owned a copy of the engraving (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Wood B 276 B no. xxxi) and on it wrote: “April–May 1675. Memorandum that this map or plane of the University and City of Oxon was mostly drawn by the hand, with a pen, of David Loggan, the Universitie engraver, anno 1673; engraved on a copper plate anno 1674: and published with the book of maps of colleges and halls anno 1675. The said David Loggan using my direction is the matter and an old map.”

32. A copy of this map was also owned by Wood, and may be what he gave to Loggan for reference (see note 31). About his copy (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Wood 423, fol. 1), Wood wrote in the index of the collection containing it: “Map of Oxford made in the time of K. James I.” Wood (II, 47) records his meeting with Loggan and later (II, 49) his lending Loggan his maps.

33. H. E. Salter, Oxford City Properties, Oxford Historical Society, vol. 83 (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press for the Oxford Historical Society, 1926), facing p. 270. About the “Middle Row,” Salter, p. 291, states that it had a very short existence, was erected after 1660 and demolished in 1667 in order to give a better view of the Sheldonian.

34. Burrows, The Register, p. 235, records the Parliamentary Visitors’ order on May 30, 1649, “that the Answere of William Finch, Head Cook of New College, and William Flexney, Barboret, be returned amongst the submissions given . . .” Bartholomew Finch, undercook at New College, was removed July 5, 1649, (p. 195). Edward Sellwood, cook at St. John’s College, also did not submit and was expelled (pp. 47, 151). Wood [II, 83] mentions that “Edith Finche (wife of Bartholomew Finch, Cook, of Magdalen parish)" was one of the sponsors at the baptism of Wood’s brother’s daughter.
W. is William Ellis, formerly Edward Sellwood; 40 years; rent 20s. and two capons.

Mar. 20, 1676/7; a lease to Francis Finch and Abraham Finch; the two messuages are occupied by Richard Hedges, cook; widow Brooks in E. in a tenement of Magd. Coll., William Ellis, organist, is W. . . .

Leases of no. 47 Broad Street . . .
Ap. 30, 1652; a lease to Edward Sellwood, cook; Bartholomew Finch is E., Thomas Wisdom is W. . . .

Sept. 9, 1667; a lease to Edward Sellwood; it is occupied by William Ellis; neighbours as before; . . .

From these leases, we may observe that Ellis occupied a "messuage" or tenement on the west side of 46 Broad Street (recorded in 1662 and 1677) and one on the east side of 47 Broad Street (recorded in 1667). The buildings appear to have survived until 1937, when they were torn down to provide for the New Bodleian Library. A photograph taken by Oxford photographer Harold Mann in 1936 shows these buildings, [Illustration IV] and can be compared with another, taken in spring 1981, showing the New Bodleian and Blackwell's Bookstore, numbers 48-49 Broad Street. [Illustration V].

Three years later, in March, 1659, Wood presents an even more detailed account of the meetings and the participants at Ellis's house, and in almost every instance notes what instruments were played. Furthermore, he adds information about meetings in college rooms, and explains the reasons for the eventual demise of this activity:

[I, 273]

All the time[37] that A. W. could spare from his beloved studies of

English history, antiquities, heraldry and genealogies, he spent in the most delightful facultie of musick, either instrumental or vocal; and if he had missed the weekly meetings in the house of William Ellis, he could not well enjoy himself all the week after. All or most of the company, when he frequented that meeting, the names of them are set downe under the yeare 1656. As for those that came in after and were now performers, and with whom A. W. frequently played, were these:

(1) Charles Perot, M.A., fellow of Oriel Coll., a well bred gent. and a person of a sweet nature. [Violist][38]

(2) Christopher Harrison, M.A., fellow of Queen's Coll., a maggot-headed person and humorous . . . [Violist][38]

(3) Kenelm Digby, fellow of Alls[ouls] Coll. . . . He was a violinist, and the two former violists.

(4) William Bull, Mr. of Arts, bach of Physick, and fellow of Alls[ouls] coll.; for the violin and viol. He died 15 Jul. 1661, aged 28 years . . .

(5) John Vincent, M.A., fellow of the said Coll.; a violist . . .

(6) Sylvanus Taylor, sometimes commoner of Wadh[am] Coll., afterwards fellow of Allsoules; and violinist and songster . . .
His elder brother, capt. Silas Taylor, was a composer of musick, played and sung his parts: and when his occasions brought him to Oxon, he would be at the musical meetings, and play and sing his part there.

(7) Henry Langley, M.A. and gent. commoner of Wadh[am] Coll.; a violist and songster . . .

(8) Samuel Woodforde, a commoner and M.A. of the said Coll.; a violist . . .


(10) Christopher Coward, M.A., fellow of Corpus Christie coll.; a violinist and division violist . . .

(11) Charles Bridgeman, M.A. of Queen coll. . . .

(12) Nathaniel Crew, M.A., fellow of Lin[coln] Coll.; a violinst and violinist, but alwayes played out of tune, as having no good ear. . . .


[35] Salter, pp. 262-4, where he refers in a footnote to Wood's description of the music meetings in Ellis's house, adding, "At the north end of the garden there is a detached room still known [in 1926] as the Music Room."


[37] Clark [I, 273, note 5] explains: "This is placed by Wood in March, and so at the end of the year in his notation. The reference therefore covers the year from April 1658." The entire continuous passage is taken from Tanner MS 102, fol. 29v, written in pencil; space is left in the Harley MS 5409 for the names, but they were not listed by Wood.

[38] See number (3) below.
(14) Thomas Ken of New Coll., a junior. He would be sometims among them, and sing his part.

(15) Christopher Jeffries, a junior student of Ch[rist] Church; excellent at the organ and virginals or harpsichord, having been trained up to those instruments by his father Georg Jeffries, steward to the Lord Hatton of Kirbie in Northamptonshire and organist to K. Ch. I at Oxon.

(16) Richard Rhodes, another junior student of Ch[rist] Church, ... a violinist to hold between his knees.39

These did frequent the weekly meetings; and by the help of publick masters of musick, who were mixed with them, they were much improv'd.

Narcissus Marsh, M.A. and fellow of Exeter Coll., would come sometims among them, but seldom play'd, because he had a weekly meeting in his chamber in the said Coll. where masters of musick would come, and some of the company before mention'd. When he became principal of S. Alban's-hall, he translated the meeting thither, and there it continued when that meeting in Mr. Ellis's house was given over, and so it continued till he went into Ireland and became Mr. of Trin[ity] Coll. at Dublin. He was afterwards archbish[op] of Tuam in Ireland.

After his majestie's restoration, when then the masters of musick were restored to their several places that they before had lost, or else if they had lost none, they had gotten then preferment, the weekly meetings at Mr. Ellis's house began to decay, because they were held up only by scholars, who wanted directors and instructors, &c. so that in few yeares after, the meeting in that house being totally layd aside, the chief meeting was at Mr. (then Dr.) Marhe's chamber, at Exeter Coll., and afterwards at S. Alban's hall, as before I have told you.

Besides the weekly meetings at Mr. Ellis's house, which were first on Thursday, then on Tuesday, there were meetings of the scholastical musitians every Friday night, in the winter time, in some colleges; as in the chamber of Henry Langley, or of Samuel Woodford, in Wadham Coll.; in the chamber of Christopher Harrison in Queen's Coll.; in that of Charles Perot in Oriel; in another

at New Coll. &c. — to all which some masters of musick would commonly retire, as William Flexney, Thomas Jackson, Gervas Westcote, &c.; but these meeting[s] were not continued above 2 or 3 yeares, and I think they did not go beyond the yeare 1662.

The possible choice of participants was now larger, it appears, if some of the 1656 members can be included as continuing at the Ellis meetings. A comparative summary will reveal some changes:

Lute — No players are named. Of the earlier members, Stradling and Curteys may have continued. Janes played seldom even in 1656, when Wood says he had his own college meeting. Westcote, being his instructor, many have played lute as well.

Virginal/Harpisicord/Organ — Only Jeffries is named, and must have been well trained. Ellis could have continued, as well.

Violin — The violinists are still outnumbered by violists, and as before, only two are named as playing only violin: Digby, and Rhodes, "a violinist to hold between his knees." Three others played both: Crew, Wood (presumably), and Bull, Wood's old friend from their "frolick" who is now reported by Wood to likewise play viol.

Viol — Unfortunately, Wood specifies the size of viol only in one instance (Coward). Nevertheless, the majority of the players who were newer members of the Ellis meetings and M.A. fellows or commoners in the colleges all played viol, and were eleven in total. To these must be added Wood and the "music masters," if by Wood's account they can be included at the Ellis meetings as well as at the meetings of the "scholastical musitians" in the colleges, "to all which some masters of musick would commonly retire." Flexney (bass viol), Jackson, and Westcote. Further, Ellis himself may have continued to play "counter-tenor viol."

The number of "songsters" mentioned reflects the changing acceptance of vocal music in these meetings, and especially after the Restoration. Wood has written his reports in such a way as to refer not only to the specific year of the meetings described but also to
the subsequent years. His almanac-journals give testimony to a resurgence of secular singing, and one of Wood's haunts was a tavern kept by Gervase Westcote, especially when a group of singers began to meet there:

1657 [I, 215]
April . . . The 22, W, . . . the same day, at Mr. Westcote's, 6d.

1662 [I, 454]
September . . . 24, W, spent at Jeanes with Mr. [John] Curteyne, Mr. [Henry] Denton, and [Ranulph] Peyton, 2d; the first time of catch meting.

30, T, . . . spent at Westcote's with Mr. [Ranulph] Peyton and Mr. [Henry] Denton, being the first time of our katch meting.40

[I, 457]
October . . . 7, T, at Westcote's with the singers, 2d.; at Elleses, 6d.41

13, M, at Westcote's with Mr. Painton and [John] C[urteyne], 2d.

20, M, . . . at Westcote's at the catch meting, 2d.
27, M, at Westcote's at the catch meeting, 4d.

[I, 461]
November . . . 17, M, at Westcote's, 6d.
24, M, at Westcote's, 4d.

[I, 463]
December . . . 8, M, at Westcote's, the catch meeting, 4d.
15, M, at Westcote's, catch meeting, 4d.

1662/3 [I, 467]
January . . . 19, M, . . . at Westcote's at the catch meeting, 3d.
26, M, at We[st]cote's catch meting with Mr. [William] Flexey, 6d.

[I, 468]
February . . . 2, M, at Westcote's at the catch-meeting, 6d, being the first time according to Mr. [Henry] Denton's proposal of laying downe each man as much.

During the brief period of six months, Wood attended the Westcote catch meetings, which were usually held on Mondays. The members appear to have differed from Ellis's, although Wood took Fexney, one of the "music masters" and the only singer named in the 1656 Ellis meetings. However, when the members decided to raise the price of attending, Wood's records of his attendance stopped.42 By March, he was back at Ellis's music meeting. Around the same time, he had joined a group of men interested in scientific studies, but his abiding interest was music:

1663 [I, 175]
Mar 30, S, the Chimal Club concluded and A, W. paid Mr. Shael 30 shill., having in the beginning of the class given 30 shillings beforehand. A, W. got some knowledge and experience, but his mind still hung after antiquities and musick.

The following passage about Narcissus Marsh can be supplemented with further information. Marsh was a student at Magdalen College when he received his Bachelor's degree in 1657; he became a Fellow of Exeter College, where he took a Master of Arts (1660), a Bachelor of Divinity (1667), and finally a Doctor of Divinity (1671).43 In his list of the principals of St. Albans' Hall, situated on the east side of Merton College, Wood recorded that Marsh was admitted as Principal "12 May, 1673. He became Provost of Trinity College by Dublin in December, 1678."44 About the activity at St. Albans', Wood recorded in his "Indices pro annis 1660-1680" (Tanner MS 102, part ii):

1673 [II, 264]
Mar 12, M, Narcissus Marsh, fellow of Exeter, [admitted] princi-

42 Clark [V, 74] explains that each person paid 6d. "in drink, 'for the good of the house'."
43 Anthony Wood, _Athenae Oxoniensis: An Exact History of All the Writers and Bishops Who Have Had Their Education in the University of Oxford from 1500 to 1690_, (London, 1691) 3rd ed., with additions by Philip Biss, 4 vols. (London, 1813-21; reprint ed., New York and London, Johnson Reprint, 1967), col. 498. Wood also gives here the following:

"This person, who was well skil'd in the practical part of music, did, while fellow of Ex. coll. and prin. of S. Alb. hall, keep a weekly meeting or concert of instrumental, and sometimes of vocal music, in his lodgings for such who were conversant and delighted in that faculty, purposely to refresh his mind and senses, after they were in a manner dose'd and tired out with philosophical and theological studies."

44 Wood, _History and Antiquities_ (Gutch ed.) I, p. 658.
pal of Alban hall; made it flourish, kept up a severe discipline, never without 40 at last, kept up a weekly meeting for musick, . . .

Marsh himself kept a diary, from which this passage for the year 1664 is taken:

I had before this betaken myself to the practice of Musick, especially of the Bass Viol, and after the fire of London, I constantly kept a weekly consort (of instrumental musick and sometimes vocal) in my chamber on Wednesday in the afternoon, and then on Thursday, as long as I lived in Oxford.45

Clearly, from Marsh’s account, he held a music meeting at Exeter College after 1666; how long before 1664 he had played the bass viol, and whether Wood included Marsh among the Ellis participants “but seldom play’d” already in 1658/9, are uncertain. In the following account, Wood may be referring to a meeting arranged by Marsh at Exeter:

1662 [I, 455]

18 Sept., Th., Joseph Maynard chose rector [of Exeter]. This man was good naturd, generous, and a good scholar: but having been absent from the college near 20 years had forgot the way of a college life and the decorum of a scholar. He was given much to biberning; and would sit in fellows’ chambers where there was a musick meeting, smoke and drink till he was drunk and led to his lodgings by bachelours. This being notorious, they got . . . to resign his place.46

The music meetings held by Narcissus Marsh appear to have been the longest-lasting series taking place in the colleges, continuing from perhaps 1666 to 1678. From Wood’s accounts, the following summary can be drawn up: [I, 205] Magdalen College — Thomas Janes “seldome played” at the Ellis meetings, but “had a weekly meeting in his chamber at the Coll, practiced much on the Theorbo lute, and Gervace Westcote being often with him as an instructor, A. W. would sometimes go to their meeting and play with them.” Wood himself may have held some meetings in his own rooms across from Merton College in 1657/8, a year after he began recording his attendance at Ellis’s, and just at the time when he was keeping his instruments in good repair. The expenses he incurred may indicate that he was the host for the company:

[I, 237]
February. — 9, T., for my musick-meeting, 8d.
   25, Th., for violl-strings, 7d; the same for my musick-
   meeting, 9d.

[I, 238]
March. — 8, M., for cider and musick meeting, 1s 6d.

[I, 242]
April. — 2, F.; . . . the same, for cider for my musick-meeting, 1s.

[I, 275]
Wadham College — every Friday night, in the winter time . . .
   in the chamber of Henry Langley, or of Samuel Woodford.

[I, 275]
Queen’s College — in the chamber of Christopher Harrison.

[I, 231]
Nov. the 13, F. [1657], I was with Mr. [Christopher] Harrison
   in his chamber in Queen’s College, and Mr. Samuel
   Woodford.

[I, 275]
Oriel College — every Friday night, in the winter time . . . in that of
   Charles Perot.

[I, 275]
New College — in another at New Coll. [perhaps the rooms of
   Thomas Ken, the only member of the 1658 Ellis meetings named
   from this college].

Most of these college meetings are recorded as having been held during the same period, from 1656 through 1658/9. Wood later recalled that they “were not continued above 2 or 3 years, and I think they did not go beyond the yeare 1662.” He did record a later, perhaps unique, event held in the college rooms of an Ellis participant:

1662/3 [I, 469]
March. — 3, T., given to London musick, prisoners at [Daniel]
Prince’s the sergant, being at Mr. [Charles] Bridgman’s chamber
at Queen’s Coll., 1s.

45 Dublin, Marsh Library, MS Z2:2.3b, p. 9; quoted by Richard Charters, “Consort Music Manuscripts in Archbishop Marsh’s Library, Dublin,” Royal Musical Association Research Chronicle 13 (1976): 35. Charters presents evidence that the six sets of partbooks or scores of viol consort music now in Dublin were compiled while Marsh held his meetings in Oxford, and that one of the many copyists was George Jeffreys, whose son Christopher “is known to have been one of the persons who attended Marsh’s weekly music meetings” (p. 38). Anthony Wood identified Christopher as an organist and harpsichordist in the Ellis meeting in 1659.

46 Clark [I, 456, n. 2] adds that in August 1666 Maynard exchanged the rectorship of Exeter College for a canonry of Exeter Cathedral.
For as many as thirteen years, Anthony Wood frequented the house of William Ellis, and many of the occasions were associated with music. On each of the days Wood recorded, he notes that he usually paid 6d., a sum perhaps for refreshments, but perhaps also to sustain a livelihood for William Ellis when he maintained his establishment during his expulsion from the chapel of St. John's College. Wood further displayed his abiding interest in music by compiling a manuscript entitled "Biographical Notes on Musicians" (Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Wood D 19 [4]), in which he wrote this entry for Ellis that further explains his income:

He died in ye latter end of 1679 aged 80 or more—and was buried in the yard belonging to S. Mary Magdalen in the north suburb of Oxon.47

After Cathedrals & Organs were put down in the grand rebellion he kept up a weekly meeting in his house opposite to that place where the theater was afterwards built, which kept him and his wife in a comfortable condition. The meeting was much frequented and many masters of music were there, and such that had betrayed no choirs, being out of all employ, & therefore of meetings as all other musick meetings did flourish, & musick especially vocal being discontinued by the presbyterians & Independents, because it savoured much of Carolists and Episcopacy, it was there more used and florished; but when K. Ch. 2 was restored & episcopy & cathedrals with it, then did the meetings decay, especially for this reason because the masters of musick were called away to cathedrals & collegiat choires.

A tabulation of Wood's jottings in his almanac-journals of his attendances at the Ellis meetings, his expenses, and the people he met in association with the meetings, will help to supplement his more extended accounts in his autobiographical drafts, to illustrate the rises and declines of Wood's musical interest while he carried on other antiquarian pursuits, and to record the continuation of the Ellis meetings past 1662 until at least 1669, when Wood abruptly stopped attending.48

47 Wood records on January 12, 1679/80: "I gave a visit to Mrs. . . . Ellis the wife of Will. Ellis, Bachelor of music . . . Shee told me she was then 104 yeares of age . . . [She] died about Michaelmas [September 29th] following; he about Our Lady day [March 25th] following."48

48 To conserve space in this tabulation, only the dates will be given, and not the location in Clark's edition of The Life and Times of Anthony Wood.

1656/7: 9 Car. II, 4/5 Oliv. prot.; Wood act. 25
March 10 T., at Mr. Ellis's es 6d
April 14 T., At Elleses 6d
28 T., spent 6d49
May 5 T., at Elleses 6d
11 M., at Elleses 6d
20 W., at Elleses 6d
22 W., at Elleses and at Harding's 1s, 2d
25 M., at Elleses 6d
29 F., at Elleses 1s
June 5 F., at Elleses 6d
9 T., at Elleses and at Earles 1s, 3d
12 F., at Elleses 6d
16 T., at Elleses and at Earles 1s
19 F., to the clerk of St. Ebbs and at Elleses 1s
26 F., at Elleses 6d
July 11 S., at Elleses 6d
Aug. 11 T., at Elleses 6d
18 T., at Elleses 6d
20 Th., spent at Elleses 1s
25 T., at Mr. Elleses and at Mr. Erles 1s, 4d
Sept. 7 M., spent at Elleses 1s
8 T., spent 6d50
15 T., at Elleses 6d
22 T., at Elleses 6d
Oct. 13 T., at Elleses 6d
27 T., at Elleses 6d
Nov. 5 Th., spent at Earles with Ellis 11d52
12 W., given Elleses maides box 1d53

49 On numerous occasions, Wood notes simply that he spent 6d.; this Tuesday (the day when he appear to have usually frequented Ellis's) is such an instance. However, since it is not clear what the expense was for, or whether Wood was recording a visit to one of the many taverns, cider- or ale-houses he frequented (such as Harding's or Earles'), other such annotations will not be included here. But also see Sept. 8 below and note 51.

50 Clark [V, 43] observes that "Wood also went to the [Ellis] house on other days, possibly to attend music-meetings arranged for an unusual day, possibly simply as to an ale-house." He suggests that an occasion on Monday, August 9, 1656 (noted below) may be such an example.

51 Clark [I, 226, n. 4] notes that these two entries (Sept. 7 and 8) are in pencil. Both therefore appear to refer to Ellis's.

52 Ellis appears only once with Wood at a tavern.

53 Clark [V, 43] explains that "the servant-maid at the house had, according to the then custom of tips, a 'box' to which about Christmas-time the frequenters of the meeting gave a small sum." The same circumstance may explain the entry for Jan. 25, 1660/1 [I, 37b], not included below in this tabulation.
Dec. 8 T., at Elleses 6d
10 Th., at Elles 8d
17 Th., for stringes 7d
29 T., at Elleses 6d

1657/8: 10 Car. II, 5 Oliv./1 Rich. protect: Wood aet. 26

Jan. 12 T., at Elleses 6d
19 M., at Elleses 6d

Feb. 2 T., at Elleses 6d
9 T., for my musick-meeting 8d
9 T., for my musick-meeting 8d
16 T., at Elleses 6d
18 Th., to Bishop for mending my viall 1s
23 T., at Elleses 6d
25 Th., for viol-de-strings 7d
the same, for my musick-meeting 9d

March 2 for stringes 4d
5 F., att Elleses 6d
8 M., for cider and musick meeting 1s, 6d
16 T., att Elleses 8d
30 T., att Elleses 6d

April 2 F., for cider for my musick-meting 1s
27 T., at Elleses 6d

May 11 T., at Elleses 6d
12 W., at Elleses 6d

June 1 T., at Elleses 6d
8 T., att Elleses 6d
15 T., at Elleses 6d
22 T., att Elleses 6d
29 T., att Elleses 6d

July 6 T., at Mr. Elleses 6d
10 S., att Elleses 6d
13 T., att Elleses 6d
14 W., att Elleses 6d
the same, spent with Mr. [John] Gamble and Mr. [Thomas] Pratt at Tavern the same, att Elleses for a lodging 4s 1s
15 Th., at Elleses 6d
20 T., att Elleses 6d
24 S., spent att Mr. Elleses on M. [Thomas] Baltzner, Mr. [Edward] Low, etc. 1s
27 T., att Elleses 6d

Aug. 9 M., lent Mr. [Will.] Bull my booke of playes; the same day att Elleses with him 6d
17 T., spent on Mr. [Davis] Mell 3s, 6d

Sept.

Oct.

Nov. 2 T., at Elleses 6d
30 T., at Elleses 6d

Dec. 20 M., at Elleses 6d
27 M., at Elleses 1s

1658/9: xi. Car. II: Wood aet. 27

Jan. 3 M., at Elleses 6d
15 S., to Bishop for mending my violin 1s
Feb. 1 T., at Elleses 6d
8 T., att Elleses 6d

April

May 31 T., at Elleses 6d

June 7 T., att Elleses 6d

July 12 T., att Elleses 6d

Aug. 2 T., at Elleses 6d
9 T., att Elleses 6d
16 T., att Elleses 6d

the same, spent at widdow Flexney’s with Mr. [John] Curteyne, Knightley, [William] Flexney 6d

Sept. 6 T., at Elleses 6d
the same, spent at the Crowne Tavern with Mr. [John] Curteyne 11d

Oct. 18 T., at Elleses and spent 1s

Nov. 1 T., at Elleses 6d

Dec. 20 T., at Elleses 6d

1659/60: 12 Car. II: Wood aet. 28

Jan.

Feb.

March 12 M., at Elleses 6d

April 3 T., at Elleses 6d

May 1 T., at Elleses 6d
24 Th., spent at the Crowne Tavern with Mr. Levens, Gurney, Glendall, [Sylvanus] Taylor, Hill, Coe [Edward Lowe?], Flower, Ward, [Christopher] Harrison, [Francis] Parry, Godwin, [Ger-vase] Westcot, [Thomas] Janes, etc. 2s 5d

54 Clark [I, 255, n. 5] observes: "this looks as though Wood had kept late hours that night and found the door at home locked." The reason for his lateness was the visit of two well-known musicians from London (see below).

55 It is in his autobiographical drafts for March 1658/9 that Wood wrote his second substantial account of the Ellis meetings (see note 37), so that his annotations in the almanac-journals during this period showing only a once-monthly visit may warrant further additions.

56 Although not a meeting at Ellis's house, this celebration included a number of Wood's musical friends, and marked an event at the Music School (see below).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>26 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>10 at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug.</td>
<td>4 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct.</td>
<td>2 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 T., spent att Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
<td>13 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.</td>
<td>1660/1: 13 Car. II: Wood aet. 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.</td>
<td>25 F., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>26 T., att Elleses to Mr. [Mathew] Hutton to have some ink made</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>7 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>12 W., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>16 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug.</td>
<td>5 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct.</td>
<td>14 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
<td>5 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.</td>
<td>1661/2: 14 Car. II: Wood aet. 30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.</td>
<td>2 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb.</td>
<td>2 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>11 T., at Elleses</td>
<td>6d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>24 Th., at Pinnock's with Francis Napier, Mr. Stafford, Henry Lawes and my brother Robert</td>
<td>8d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

57 Clark [I, 331] observes that "it is plain that the above almanac entries for September do not by any means represent Wood's book purchases in that month," and lists many other books dated by Wood "Sept. 1660." By now as well, Wood may not have noted every visit to Ellis's house among his other jottings, or may indicate only the times when he played music there on Tuesdays.

58 Wood records many occasions when he met with Matthew Hutton, one of the Ellis participants, who was also an antiquary and a music copyist (see below, note 82).


60 Although not a record of an Ellis visit, this annotation of a tavern meeting with Wood, the composer Henry Lawes and others, merits inclusion.

---

51 May 20 T., at Elleses | 6d
29 Th., spent at Surey's and widow Flaxney's with [John] Curteyne and Mr. [William] Flaxney | 6d

June
July
Aug.
Sept. [this month marked the beginning of the catch meetings at Westcote's; these, and the single visit to Ellis's, are recorded at Feb., 1662/3 above.]

1662/3: 15 Car. ii: Wood aet. 31
March 24 T., at Elleses | 6d
April 7 T., at Elleses at the musick | 6d
21 T., at Elleses musick meeting | 6d
May 1 F., at Mat[thew] Leeches with the chimicall club | 2d
26 T., at Elleses | 6d
June 2 T., at Elleses meeting | 2d
9 T., at Elleses meeting . . .
July 14 T., at Elleses | 6d
[no references to the Ellis meetings are given for the rest of this year]

1663/4: 16 Car. II: Wood aet. 32
[no references to the Ellis meetings are given for the first five months]
June 21 T., at Elleses musick | 6d
July
Aug. 2 T., at Elleses where I heard Mr. Burrous play | 6d
9 T., at Elleses musick | 6d
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec. 27 T., at Elleses the musick meeting | 6d

1664/5: 17 Car. II: Wood aet. 33

---

61 This is one of many annotations about being with John Curteyne, a close friend of Wood's, and here along with Flexney. Like his friends, Curteyne played the viol (see below) and all were singers (see above).

62 This notice of Wood's participation in a scientific society occurs in the same month as his remark about science and music, quoted above.
January
Feb.
March
April 18 T., at Elleses 6d
May
June
July
Aug. 1 T., at Elleses musick meeting, where I heard Mr. Burgaise a French man play upon the french lute 6d
Sept.
Oct. 17 T., at Elleses at the music meeting 6d

[no further references to the Ellis meetings for the rest of this year]
1665/6: 18 Car. II: Wood aet. 34
[no almanac-journal entries about the Ellis meetings for the first six months] 65

63 Clark [II, 29] notes that Wood acquired some music in this month: _Select musical ayres and dialogue: in three booke s_, London, 1653, with Wood’s annotation “Ant. Wood, Th. Jan 26, 1664[5] /5, pretium 2s 8d” [Oxford, Bodleian Library. Wood 397 (1)]. Other music purchases he noted include:

Henry Lawes, _Ayres and Dialogues_, London, 1653, with his note that he purchased it on “Jan. 13, 1666/7” [Oxford, Bodleian Library Wood 397 (2)].


Christopher Simpson, _The Discourse Violist_, London, 1659, is included among a bound volume of loose tracts and pamphlets dating from 1639 to 1680, with no date of acquisition noted [Oxford, Bodleian Library Wood 657 (1)].

Wood’s musical acquisitions warrant further study.

64 An explanation for the decline in public meetings in this period may be the outbreak of a plague in London, causing the Court and Parliament to settle in Oxford. Wood [II, 57] records their September arrival in the colleges, the use of the Schools for the Houses of Lords and Commons, and their departure in January and February 1665/6. His view of the situation is typically frank: “The townsmen, who were gainers by the court, grew rich and proud, and cared not for scholars; but when the court was gone they sneaked to them again. To give a further character of the court, they, though they were neat and gay in their apparel, yet they were very nasty and beastly, leaving at their departure their excrements in every corner, in chimneys, studies, colleges, cellars. Rude, rough, whoremongers; vain, empty, careless.” [II, 68 (154)].

65 About music purchased in January, 1666/7, see note 53. In June Wood travelled to London for the first time [II, 111 (170)], where he studied archives in Westminster, St. James, and the Tower. On being introduced to Sir John Cotton through William Dugdale, Wood found Cotton in his house: “He was then practicing on his lute with his instructor, and when he had done, he came out to him in the hall.” [II, 109 (167)].

July 2 T., at Elleses and for cherrys 9d
[no entries for Ellis for five months]
Dec. 3 T., at Elleses 6d
10 T., at Elleses 6d
1667/8: 20 Car. II: Wood aet. 36
Jan. 7 T., at Elleses 6d
[no entries for Ellis, 3 months]
May 26 T., at Elleses, etc. 3d
[no further entries for Ellis]
1668/9: 21 Car. II: Wood aet. 37
[no entries for Ellis, Jan.-May]
June 8 T., at Ellisees 6d
15 T., at Elleses 6d
22 T., Ellis 6d
29 T., at Ellisees 6d

Wood’s last recorded visits to the Ellis House, as almost always on Tuesdays, occurred in a sudden spate of four successive weeks during June, 1669. Late in that month, he suffered an experience that affected any subsequent interest in music:

[II, 163 (180)]

June 26, S., A.W. was dismayed from his usual and constant diet, while in many years he had taken in the house where he was borne, and then lived, by the rudeness and barbarity of a brutish woman [his sister-in-law], of which she afterward repented, when too late. A.W. was put to his shifts, a great deal of trouble, and knew not what to do, because his disme was suddaine, whereas there should have been a month’s warning at least. He was asham’d to go to a publick house, because he was a senior master, and because his relations lived in Oxon: and to go to Merton Coll. (which he had left, as to his diet, for several yeares before) he was much resolv’d in himself against it . . . By his much fasting, and drinking more than usually, the whole course of his body was chang’d. Weaknesses came into several of his joints, especiallly in the legs, and great noises in his eares: and in the next year he found a deafness, first in his right, and afterwards in his left, eare, which continued more or less till death. This disaster A.W. look’d upon as the first and greatest misery of his life. It made him exceeding melancholy and more retic’d . . .

The daily jottings in the almanac-journals stopped in July.

60 In 1667/8, Wood noted [II, 124] “the small pox rageuth much about the kingdom and especially in Oxon.”
1669, and after they were resumed in November, there are no further references to visiting William Ellis’s house.

Other playing opportunities for Wood and his friends may have been noted in the almanac-journals, on the numerous occasions when he recorded their meetings in cookshops, cider or ale-houses, or taverns. Two of Wood’s frequent companions were Matthew Hutton (whom he included among the Ellis participants as “an excellent violist”), and John Curteyne (Wood’s doctor from 1663 until his marriage in 1668 and death in 1669). Curteyne’s name does not appear in the Ellis lists, but Wood did allude to his owning a viola da gamba in an anecdote about apparitions in January, 1663/4:

\[II, 4 (143)\]
This puts mee in mind of Mr. [John] C[urteyne], who when he lay awake in his chamber at L[incoln] C[ollege] and his violl standing in a corner, something played over his strings, etc . . .

Although Wood records his meetings with various combinations of his musical companions and others, he rarely specifies that such meetings were associated with music. Those occasions when the association is clear have been noted in the tabulation above.

In his March, 1659 account of the meetings at William Ellis’s house, Anthony Wood explained that they “began to decay, because they were held up only by scholars, who wanted directors and instructors, &c.” He named the “masters of musick” in relation to the meetings of the “scholastic musitians” in the colleges, and the three named were all described as singing-men in college chapels in Wood’s 1656 account: after the Restoration, Flexney went to Christ Church, Jackson and Westcote returned to St. John’s College chapel. A noticeable omission by Wood in his 1659 account involves two “masters of musick” who figured large in 1656: Dr. John Wilson and Edward Lowe. The reason for their absence from the later Ellis meetings may well pertain to the conditions established for the endowed chair of Professor of Music and the operation of the Music School at Oxford.

For the purpose of this study, this summary of the music professors noted by Anthony Wood at the beginning of his almanac-journal in 1661/2 will serve:

\[II, 427\]

The new chair in Music, an endowed professorship, was established at Oxford by William Heather, who was “the first to accumulate both degrees — bachelor and doctor — at one time (1622). A professional musician and a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal, . . . Heather's commencement composition is said to have been written by Orlando Gibbons, possibly the anthem “O Clap Your Hands,” and according to a reliable source, Gibbons’s doctorate was also honorary, to accompany Dr. Heather.”\textsuperscript{67} A letter written to Degory Wheare, Principal of Gloucester Hall, by Heather when the Court and Parliament were resident at Oxford during an outbreak of plague in London in 1625, survives in the University Archives (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Reg. Conv. N 23, fol. 222), and defines Heather’s plan:

Good Mr. Wheare, let me instruct you to undertake with Mr. Vice chancellor to know how ye universitie will like of my purpose which I meant to doe. That is to bestowe a winde instrument and a chest of Vials and as many Setts of books as I can get for love or mony, and yearely allowance of ten pounds by the yeare to have them kept continually in Tune, and that I would have one afternoon in ye week for ye practise of Musick and to stand in ye musick Schoole, in which ye Theorie is redd. I have involved the kinge in it, and hee likes it very well, and hee told me, he would speak to the Attorney to give way for the conveyance of Land for it. I was with the Attorney before, and hee willed me to move the kinge in it, and so I did. After I have word from you, I will with as much speede as I can send my instrument to Oxford.

When the university accepted this bequest, a convocation was held (Nov. 16, 1626) confirming its stipulations. These were later recorded by Anthony Wood in his Annals:

The FOUNDER’S request of the Musick Lecture (2) Imprimis, that the Exercise of Musick be constantly kept every week,

on Thursday in the afternoon, afternoons in Lent excepted. Secondly, I appoint Mr. Nicholson, the new Organist of Magd. Coll. to be the Master of the Musick, and to take charge of the Instruments. Thirdly, I do appoint the said Master to bring with him two boys weekly, at the day and time aforesaid, and there to receive such company as will practise Musick, and to play lessons of three Parts, if none other come. Lastly, I ordain that once every year the Instruments be viewed and the books: and that neither of these be lent abroad upon any pretence whatsoever, nor removed out of the Schoole and place appointed.

The Music School was a room in the great Quadrangle which was added on to the Bodleian Library, 1613-19. [Illustration VI is a copy of an engraving from David Loggan's Ovonia Illustrata, 1675.] Until at least 1642, Music was housed on the first floor, next to Astronomy, and above the Rhetoric School on the ground floor, as it was in the beginning of the royal occupation of that year when Wood described their present uses:

[I, 83]

The magazyn for cloth for soldiers' apparrell and coates was in the Musick Schoole, and in the Astronomy Schoole adjoyninge to it. The drewe bridges were all made & framed in the Rhetoricke Schoole.

Rachel Lane Poole concluded in 1912 that the Music and Rhetoric Schools changed places so that the Music School was made more accessible on the ground floor in the southeast corner of the Quadrangle, and that the alteration "must have been accomplished by [John] Wilson at the beginning of his tenure in the chair of music." [Illustration VII shows the floor plans in 1665, from Wood's Life, Clark, ed., II, pp. 63-4; Illustrations VIII and IX (a detail) show the Quadrangle and the Music School from David Loggan's engraving of 1675.] Mrs. Poole presented the contents of some loose bills recently found in a seventeenth-century Vice-Chancellor's waste basket which were accidentally preserved in the University Archives (N.W.3.4.). As these documents pertain directly to the present study, they are presented below, some in facsimile reproduction.

University Archives N.W.3.4.
page [90]
Carpenters worke done in ye Musicke Schoole & att St. Maryes [dated on side:] July 23, 1655.
for ye Musick Schoole 3 men — 3 days; 2 men — 2 days 700 of 8 penny nayles in ye Musick Schoole . . . 100 & half of Boards . . .

page [168]
The carpenters bill Janr the 8 1656 [dated Jan 13, 1656/71]
A note of worke done about tacking downe of the flores in the Musick Scoole and for setting it up in another Schoole:
Item. For Richard Sheppard 5 days at 20 a day 8s 4d
  For Richard Frogly 5 days at 20d a daye 8s 4d
  For William Wildgos 4 days at 18d a day 6s
  For nails 3s 6d

page [171]
Musick Scoole (& Lecture) Feabery the 12th 1656
To John Wild the Elder 3 days work for altering the
Rales in the Munick Scooll
For 4 fount of bords & ye nails £0 6s 0d
For 8 new Chairs £2 8s

page [173]
March ye 7th, 1656
12 Quire of Large Paper Ruled in 4to at 3s 4d a quire, £2.0. 0
Pint of Inke and a glass 0.1. 6
beside all these Bills I have Laide out 8.

[reverse side:] March 14th 1656
Reed ......................... John Wilson £ s d
[signature] 2. 9. 0


"Witnesseth that the said William Heather . . . hath given . . . one Annuity or yearely Rent charge of Sixteene Pounds sixe shillings and eight pence . . . to . . . maintain . . . one able and fitt man, who shall be called the Musick Master, to playe and exercise Musick with twayne boyes in his Company . . . and . . . shall . . . yearely paiye unto the said Musick Master . . . the sume of Thirteene Pounds sixe shillings and eight pence . . . And further . . . paiye . . . the other Three Pounds residue . . . for the maintenance . . . of one able and fitt man who shall lecture and read the Theorie of Musick once euery terme or oftener . . ."

Carpenter, "Study," p. 195, explains that "the theoretical part of the Music Professhops, in fact, eventually became a part of the Music Act at Commencement," read usually by a Magister Artium rather than a musician.

page [175]

A note of Bowes made for Schoole Vials.

Item. For 2 Bows for base vials 4 8
For 2 Bows for tenor vials 4 0
For 2 Bows for treble vials 3 4

£

It. 2 bands round Catt 1 0 0
1 band best minikins 0 10 0
2 dozen best Lyon Catt at 3s 0 7 6
For mending four vioolls 0 12 0
pd for Carrarge of ye books 0 2 0

Sum 3 3 6

[reverse side:]
March 14th 1656
Recd .............................................John Wilson 3 - 3 - 6

[signature]

page [179]

Workes done at the Schooles . . .
For mending the Locke of the Musick Schole Doare 1s
For a new key to the Musick Schoole Doare 1s 6d
For a new key to the Raile Doare 1s 2d
For a new key to the great Cheast in that schoole 1s
For a new key to the Cheast where the Bookes are 1s
For a new Dobel casement in that schoole 10s
[dated] April the 13th 1657

page [185]

June 5th John Wild his Bill.
Item for timber delivered to Mr. Haward for the orgine at the scowles the sume of 9s 4d

page [204]
[all in the same hand:]
Illustration XI]

for strings of all sortes £ s d
1 15 0
for a Sett of Bookes of 3.4.5 and 6 parts in manuscript 5 0 0
given in hand to Mr Jackson for pricking of aires for ye scoole 1 0 0
for wood for ye Organ 0 1 0
for carrying the organ to the scooles som is 3 0 6

John Wilson [Signature]

Sept. 24, 1657
Recd . . . by me John Hayward
[signature]
gerated” in the notice cited by Hawkins.71 An undated parchment roll which was kept with the music books and bearing the marking “The Catalogue of Musick-Bookes giuen by Dr. Heather” (Bodleian Library MS Mus. Sch. C. 203* (R)) includes an addition written by a different hand:

Dr. Heather, the Founders Act-Songs.
Instruments & other goods given by Dr. Heather
A Harpsichord with a winde instrument of two stops.
Tenne Violls
Seaven Chayres.
Seaven Stooles.
A pew for the Musick Reader.
A Table.
Dr. Heathers Picture.72

Although the portrait of Heather has survived, the instruments have not. However, it is evident from the payments receipts which John Wilson signed after he became Heather Professor that he had four viols mended and six bows purchased, besides acquiring strings and directing many other repairs.

No other documents in the university concerning the operation of the Music School during the Commonwealth period have been found. The relocation of the Music School, repairs to the building and to the instruments effected by John Wilson from January to October in 1656/7 must have brought renewed activity in compliance with William Heather’s stipulations. One witness of, and participant in, that activity was Anthony Wood. Wood’s observations and jottings allow a further opportunity to view the inter-

71 Margaret Crum, “Early Lists of the Oxford Music School Collection,” Music and Letters 48 (Jan. 1967): 27. This valuable study presents a listing of two catalogs kept in the Music School in the latter seventeenth century, including Edward Lowe’s numbering of the books, and the present Bodleian shelf mark of those books which she has identified. A study of two lists made by Richard Goodson the younger, who succeeded his father as the Heather Professor in 1718, has been made by Wyn K. Ford, “The Oxford Music School in the Late 17th Century,” Journal of the American Musical Society 17 (Summer 1964): 198-203.

72 Crum, “Early Lists,” p. 26, who reports (note 8) that “this hand wrote lists of contents inside the front covers of [Bodleian Library] MS [Mus.] Sch. E. 454 and E. 472.” Presumably the added notes about the instruments were written before 1682; Miss Crum suggests no date for the copying of the entire roll.
relation between the Music School and the meetings at William Ellis's house and the musicians involved.

Wood wrote his first long account of the meetings at Ellis's house in March of 1655/6, a year before the repairs to the Music School documented by the receipts signed by John Wilson. Wood's almanacs, having his journal-notes written on their interleaves, begin with the almanac for 1656/7, and the first note of Wood's regular attendance at Ellis's appears on March 10th. That was the month when Wilson had the viols repaired, purchased new bows and strings, and had the doors and locks to the Music School secured. By August, the organ had been carried to the Music School, and Wood noted in his autobiographical draft (Harley MS 5409):

[I, 223]
Aug., the 13th, Th., and 20th, Th., I plaid at the Musick Schole.
The day was Thursday, as stipulated in the Heather bequest for the Music School meetings.

When Wood joined in a particularly noteworthy event, he usually noted it in his autobiographical drafts, and sometimes made no record of it in his daily jottings on his almanac-journals. Such is the case for the following account of the visit of Davis Mell sometime around March, 1657/8, when Wood was regularly attending at Ellis's house; evidently, this meeting was not associated with either the Music School or with Ellis's, although three of the participants (Wood, Bull, and Digby — all violinists) were associated with Ellis's meetings:

[I, 241]
In the latter end of this yeare, Davis Mell, the most eminent violinist of London, being in Oxon, Peter Pett, William Bull, Kenelm Digby, and others of Allsoules, as also A.W., did give him a very handsome entertainment in the tavern called The Salutation in S. Marie's parish Oxon, own'd by Thomas Wood, son of . . . Wood of Oxon, sometimes servant to the father of A.W. The company did look upon Mr. Mell to have a prodigious hand on the violin, and they thought that no person, as all in London did, could goe beyond him. But when Thomas Balser, an outlander, came to Oxon in the next yeare, they had other

thoughts of Mr. Mell, who tho' he played sweeter than Baltzar, yet Baltzar's hand was more quick and could run it insensibly to the end of the finger-board.75

Later in the same year, Wood noted that he spent a considerable sum on Mell; in the context it is not certain whether Mell was back in Oxford, or if Wood had spent the money on some music of Mell's:

1658 [I, 258]
August . . . 17, T., spent at the Crowne Taverner with Mr. [Zephaniah] Gresset, 1s; spent on Mr. [Davis] Mell, 3s 6d.

Other visiting performers came to Oxford in July of 1658, and on these occasions Wood noted the events in his journals as well as in his autobiographical drafts. Clear connections are made between the Ellis meetings, the Music Professor (Wilson) and his assistant (Lowe), and the college meetings:

[I, 255]
July . . . 14, W., spent to see the Turk, 6d; the same, att Elleses, 6d; the same, spent with Mr. [John] Gamble and Mr. [Thomas] Pratt at Tavern, 4s; the same, at Elleses for a lodging, 1s.

[I, 256]
July 14, W., A.W. entertain'd two eminent mistians of London, named John Gamble and Thomas Pratt, after they had entertain'd him with most excellent musick at the meeting house of William Ellis. Gamble had obtain'd a great name among the mistians of Oxon for his book before publish'd, entit. 'Ayres and Diologues to be sung to the Theorbo-Lute or Bass-Viol' [London, 1657]. The other for several compositions, which they played in their consorts.76

[I, 256]
July . . . 24, S., spent att Mr. Elleses on M. [Thomas] Baltzir, Mr. [Edward] Low, etc., 1s.

[I, 256]
July 24, S., Thomas Baltar or Baltzar, a Lubecker borne, and

---

73 Clark [I, 241, n. 3] explains: "the year with Wood being that ending on 24 March."
74 In the Harley MS 5409, Wood added "a dancing-master."
75 In the Harley MS 5409, Wood added "some of Mr. Mell's compositions I have. Mell, who had been one of the Musick to King Charles I (and afterwards to King Charles II) had a sweet stroke: Baltzar's was rough."
76 In the Harley MS 5409, Wood added "they used now to play," Clark [I, 256, n. 6] explains "'They,' i.e., Wood and his friends."
the most famous artist for the violin that the world had yet produced, was now in Oxon; and this day A.W. was with him and Mr. Edward Low, lately organist of Ch[rist] Church, at the meeting-house of William Ellis. A.W. did then and there, to his very great astonishment, hear him play on the violin. He then saw him run up his fingers to the end of the finger-board of the violin, and run them back insensibly, and all with alacrity and in very good tune, which he nor any in England saw the like before. A.W. entertain’d him and Mr. Low with what the house could then afford, and afterwards he invited them to the tavern; but they being engaged to go to other company, he could no more hear him play or see him play at that time. Afterwards he came to one of the weekly meetings at Mr. Ellis’s house and he played to the wonder of all the auditory: and exercising his fingers and instrument several ways to the utmost of his power, Wilson thereupon, the public professor, (the greatest judge of musick that ever was) did, after his humoursome way, stool dowe to Baltzar’s feet, to see whether he had a buff on, that is to see whether he was a devil or not, because he acted beyond the parts of man.

About that time it was that Dr. John Wilkins, warden of Wadham College, the greatest curioso of his time, invited him and some of the musicians to his lodgings in that coll. purposely to have a consort and see and hear him play. The instruments and books were carried thither, but none could be persuade there to play against him in consort on the violin. At length the company perceiving A.W. standing behind, in a corner near the dore, they hailed him in among them, and play forsooth he must against him. Whereupon he being not able to avoid it, he took up a viol, and behaved himself as poor Troylus did against Achilles. He was abash’d at it, yet honour he got by playing with, and against, such a grand master as Baltzar was. Mr. Davis Mell was accounted hitherto the best for the violin in England, as I have before told you; but after Baltzar came into England and shewed his most wonderful parts on that instrument, Mell was not so admired; yet he played sweeter, and was a well bred gentleman and not given to excessive drinking as Baltzar was.

Neither of the two days, Wednesday or Saturday, when these musicians visited the Ellis meeting house, was associated with either the stipulated Music School day (Thursday) or the regular meeting-time at Ellis’s, which by then was Tuesday. These were special occasions that merited special notice by Wood. However, Wood does relate that Baltzer “afterwards . . . came to one of the weekly meetings at Mr. Ellis’s house;” that occasion may have been the following Tuesday, July 27. An interesting reference to the Wadham College meeting is that “the instruments and books were carried thither;” were these the instruments and books belonging to the Music School? Te Heather bequest expressly stipulated that “neither of these be lent abroad upon any pretence whatsoever, nor removed out of the Schoole and place appointed.” Wood’s reference does not appear to be to personal instruments and partbooks owned by his friends. Finally, we may observe that although John Wilson and Edward Lowe were not mentioned among the music masters in his 1658/9 account of the music meetings at Ellis’s, they both were among “the auditary” on the two occasions when Baltzar played there in July, 1638.

The next occasion that merited Wood’s note in his autobiographical draft marked the Restoration of Charles II in 1660. By then, Wood recorded his attendance at Ellis’s house only once each month, but the event marked an end to the public suppression of music during the Commonwealth and perhaps marked some changes in music-making at the Music School and at Ellis’s house, as well. Wood’s almanac-journal for that Thursday includes the names of some of the players who were his friends at Ellis’s, so that the entry warrants repeating:

[I, 314]
May. — . . . 24, Th., spent at the Crowne Tavern with Mr. Levens, Gurney, Glendall, Taylor, Hill, Coe [Edward Lowe?], Flower Ward, Harrison, Parry, Godwin, Westcot, Janes, etc., 2s.

[I, 316]
May 24, Th., there was a most excellent musick-lecture of the practick part in the public school of that facultie, where A.W. performed a part on the violin. There were also voices; and by the direction of Edward Low, organist of Ch[rist] Church, who was then the Deputy Professor for Dr. [John] Wilson, all things were carried very well and gave great content to the most numeroues auditory. This meeting was to congratulate his majestie’s safe arrival to his kynedomes. The school was exceeding full, and the gallery at the end of the school was full of the female sex. After all was concluded, Mr. Low and some of the performers, besides others that did not performe, retired to the Crowne Taverne where they drank a health to the king, the two dukes, [George] Monke &c. Of the number of performers that were there present were Sylvanus Taylour of All[oules] coll., Christopher Harrison of Queen’s coll., Francis Parry of C[orpus] Ch[risti] coll, A. Wood &c besides some masters of musick. There were also
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with them William Levinz, . . . Henry Flower of Wadham Coll, &c. These were not performers; only the last. There were other but their names I have forgot.

Having restored and strengthened the Music School and its activities, John Wilson resigned his position in 1661, aged 66 years. Wood noted the change:

[I, 420]
This mouth [November] or thereabouts Mr. [Edward] Low was chosen musick professor in Dr. [John] Wilson’s place, (a diligent man in his place, busie and forward).77

Wilson was reappointed to the King’s Musick and succeeded Henry Lawes as a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal on Lawes’ death in 1662.78 Wood continued his occasional visits to Ellis’s, which he sometimes noted were “musick meetings.” It appears that some of these meetings featured visiting musicians, perhaps playing in some kind of concert circumstances, as he notes that he “heard Mr. Burrous play” on Tuesday, August 2, 1664, and “heard Mr. Burgaise a French man play upon the french lute” on Tuesday, August 1, 1665. Such visits may have been arranged by William Ellis following the precendents of the visits of John Gamble, Thomas Pratt, and Thomas Baltzar in July, 1658 to his meetings.

Only rarely did Anthony Wood record a musical event in the Music School after the Restoration. There is no mention found among his writings of the visit by Matthew Locke to Oxford in 1665, as recorded by Edward Lowe in a note written on loose papers and music bound together in the nineteenth century (Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Mus. Sch. C: 44):

fol. 1:
This songe & Phantase was made by Mr Mathew Locke to carry on the Meetinge at ye musick schoole. Thursday ye 16th
Novem. 1665.

From another note written by Lowe, Locke appears to have per-
formed at the meeting a Thursday before in the same month:

fol. 146:
This prelude for two violins & a Base viol was made prickt, & sung, at ye musick schoole, between ye Hores of 12 & 3 after-
oone the 9th of November by Mr. Lock who did it to add to his songe Jubilate and sung the Base then himselle & Mr. Bla-
grave ye countertenor.

Wood did record his attendance at a Thursday Music School meeting later that year, when visitors to Oxford were the guests. This event took place while the Court and Parliament were resident there because of the plague outbreak in London.79 During this period, Wood wrote no notes of his attending Ellis’s meetings, if they were held.

[I, 69]
Jan. 11, Th., ’65 [i.e., 1665/6], Mr. Banister of London and divers of the king’s musitians gave us a very good meeting at the Schooles in musick, where he played on a little pipe or flag-
ellet in consort: which hath bin about seven yeares in fashion; but contrary to the rule in musick 30 years [ago], which was grave.

A final account from this period relating to the Music School pertains to another more official visit, that of Cosmo de Medici, Duke of Tuscany, who arrived in Oxford on May 3, 1669. Two descriptions of this visit survive in Wood’s papers (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Wood MS D 19 (3)):

(fol. 24) (II, 158)
May 4, T, . . . Then to the Musick Schoole, where he heard a song sung by . . . Crispian an undergraduate student of Ch[rist] Ch[urch] and a division by Mr. . . . Withie on the base viol.

(fol. 26) (II, 161)
Tuesday, May; . . . The last School they went into was the

———

77 The last passage (referring to Wilson?) was added by Wood at a later time.
79 See above, note 64.
Musick where they had a consort of the organ and a set of viol, and a Latin song. The rest of the professors were attending their several Schools, if they had pleased to have stayed longer, or the time permitted, for now it was about 7 of the clock.

Apart from the somewhat conflicting testimony about the musical instrumentation, these narratives describe an event when the various Schools were on display to an official visitor, and music was performed on a day other than the Thursday Music School meeting time. The viol player was probably Francis Withy, who was quite active as a copyist for Edward Lowe, as his hand has been found by Margaret Crum in numerous Music School manuscripts. Although Withy is not otherwise mentioned by Wood, evidence exists that he played with other musicians who were also associated with the Ellis meetings. Among the loose papers that form the manuscript Mus. Sch. C. 44 is a set of parts by an anonymous composer copied by Edward Lowe. Scrawled in pencil at the top of the treble part is Lowe's note “Mr. Withy” (fol. 156) and for the bass “Mr. Flaxney” (fol. 152).

The Wood accounts and extant records in the university indicate that the music meetings at Ellis’s house were held during the Commonwealth in the 1650s in order to compensate for the disrepair and the inactivity at the Music School. College meetings supplemented these meetings until 1662, and apparently the Marsh meetings (from 1666 to 1678) eventually even supplanted all the rest. When the Music School was moved and put into operation by John Wilson, Ellis was host to visiting performers and provided occasions for musicians in Oxford who were no longer students in the colleges to make music together. Wood recorded the Ellis meetings until 1669, although through the 1660s he came to be more an observer than a participant there and at the Music School.

The year 1669 is a suitable place to end the present study, when Anthony Wood suffered his first loss of hearing and his records of attendance at the Ellis meetings ceased. Although Wood noted a few events at the Music School in the 1670s, there appears to be no evidence for the continuation of the Ellis meetings during that time.

Wood’s mention of Francis Withy invites some comments on the relationships between members of Wood’s musical circle and the numerous Music School manuscripts held in the Bodleian Library and in Christ Church Library, where some of Edward Lowe’s collection was deposited. The payment to Thomas Jackson recorded in John Wilson’s receipts for copying “Books of 3.4.5. and 6 parts” probably refers to the part-books Mus. Sch. E. 431-6. The part-books Mus. Sch. E. 410-4 bear the ownership note “Ri: Rhodes ex AEde Christi Oxon Sep 7 1660” and contain some “Lyra consorts” for violin (or treble viol), lyra viol, harpsichord (or lute) and bass, a combination that seems to have been uniquely “connected with the Oxford music meetings of the Commonwealth period.”

Sylvanus Taylor’s “Pavans and Ayres for two Trebles and Bass” exist in his autograph copy as Mus. Sch. E. 429. Thomas Baltzar’s music is found, besides elsewhere, in Mus. Sch. D. 241-4, copied by Edward Lowe and Matthew Hutton. The manuscripts copied by Hutton, Anthony Wood’s good friend, have attracted study by Pamela Willetts, Andrew Ashbee, and Richard Charteris, who summarizes the musical tastes of Wood’s circle: “Like other manuscripts originating from the Oxford meetings, they reveal that the musicians from this circle had a marked interest in the retrospective repertory of Jacobean and Caroline music in addition to their contemporaries, both English and foreign.” Of particular interest in this regard is the section of Mus. Sch. F. 568-9 (two part-books extant) containing twenty-three four-part fantasias by Alfonso Ferrabosco II, erroneously ascribed to Coprario: a study of the

80 Crum, “Early Lists,” p. 27. Rastall, “Rogers,” p. 241, attempts to match an instrumentation from Wood’s 1656 list of players with the consort required for Rogers’ music in this manuscript. However, Rastall concedes that Rogers did not go to Oxford until 1664, long after Wilson’s payment to Jackson in 1657.


82 Willetts’s article “Music from the Circle of Anthony Wood...” connects manuscripts now in the British Library with Oxford, but does not rely any association with Wood and his friends.


copyists’ hands allows the present suggestion that John Wilson himself collected and copied these Ferrabosco fantasias and that William Ellis was responsible for other sections of these books. Finally, in his study of the Marsh manuscripts at Dublin, Charteris has noted twenty-one different hands that copied a large and retrospective repertoire, “compiled according to a pre-arranged plan for use at Marsh’s weekly music meetings which were in progress at Oxford University from 1666 to 1678.”

These few observations about the Music School manuscripts and other sources and their possible connections with the musicians in Anthony Wood’s circle suggest further avenues of research. Tim Crawford concluded: “Clearly, a thorough study of Oxford musicians and musical manuscripts and their relationship is long overdue.” The present paper provides a contribution in making Wood’s writings and John Wilson’s payment receipts better known.

Rebec in French Literary Sources From 1379-1780
Margaret Anne Downie

The French word rebec, designating a stringed musical instrument, was in use at least by the third quarter of the fourteenth century and remains in our vocabulary to this day. This spelling was most probably derived from the Latin rebeca, a word which was in use by French scholars at least as early as about 1300 to denote a bowed stringed instrument. Although more than forty directly-related variant spellings and forms are known to have existed in the French language alone, rebec has been the most widely accepted form and its use may be documented in numerous sources. The purpose of this article will be to observe the use of this specific spelling (and its plural forms, rebec, rebecs, and rebectz) in French literature from about 1379 to 1780, with the ultimate aim of pinpointing the exact sources from which one can learn about the French rebec’s morphology, social status, musical qualities, and use.

What may be the earliest documentable reference to the French spelling, rebec, dates from about 1379 and appears in an excerpt from Vrai régime et gouvernement des bergers et bergères (1379) by one Jean de Brie, an author also known as le bon berger.

Les menüs cordes des (du mouton) bien laves, seches, tors, rez, essuir et fjes, sont pour la melodie des instrumens de musique de

---


2 For an in-depth examination of these French language variants and their appearance in French literature, as well as a study of the orthography of rebec-related terminology in Latin, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, English, and German, see Margaret Anne Downie, “The Rebec: An Orthographic and Iconographic Study,” Ph.D. Dissertation (Morgantown: West Virginia University, 1981). A fifty-two page dictionary of rebec-related terminology is appended to the text.

vielles, de harpes, de rothes, de luthz, de quitenes, de rebecs, de choris, de almaduries, de symphonies, de cytholes et de autres instrumens que l'on fait sonner par doiz et par cordes.  

The small strings of gut (sheep gut) well washed, dried, twisted, tightened, wiped and drawn out, are for the melody of musical instruments such as vielles, harpes, rothes, luthz, quitenes, rebecs, choros, almaduries, symphonies, cytholes and other instruments that one makes resound by use of fingers and strings.  

Although one can establish from this excerpt that the rebec was a stringed instrument, it is not entirely clear whether de Brie refers to a bowed or plucked rebec.

The Rebec in Fifteenth- and Sixteenth-Century Court Account Books and Chronicles

Among the oldest documentable sources which use the spelling "rebec" and which mention some of its players are several fifteenth-century household account books from the French courts. In December, 1476, payment of 6 écus was made to three instrumentalists in the service of the Duchess Yolande of Savoy, including players of the lelu, tambourin, and rebec. In September, 1479, payment of 2 florins was made to each of the musicians who played the harpe, the rebec, and the saymier for the Duke Philibert of Savoy. On November 5, 1483, during the reign of King Charles VIII, 35 sols were paid to "un poore ensens qui jouait du rebec" (a poor witless man who played the rebec). Seven years later, also during the reign of Charles VIII, three musicians were paid for their service in Grenoble, France.

À Amy Payon joueur du tabourin, Jehan Rouset, Joueur du haut bois, et Raymonnet de Beauvoysyn, joueur de rebec, 21 l.t. en faveur de ce que ilz ont joué de leurs instrumens a la premiere et nouvelle entrée en la ville de Grenoble.  

To Amy Payon, tabourin player, Jehan Rouset, haut bois player, and Raymonnet de Beauvoysyn, rebec player, 21 l.t. on behalf of the fact that they have played their instruments at the first and new entrance into the city of Grenoble.

Finally, two players of the musette and rebec "estans a Marguerite de Flandres" (belonging to Marguerite of Flanders), are listed in an account book of 1494.

At least four additional entries in household account books from the sixteenth-century courts mention the rebec. In 1514, payment was made for a rebec bridge made for the Count of Angoulême.

30 s.t. pour ung chevalet d'argent que mondt seigneur a fit faire pour le rebec d'argent.  

30 s.t. for a silver bridge that the lord had made for the silver rebec.

The musician Lancelot Levasseur is listed at least twice in court account books dating from 1523-1535, during the reign of King Francis I, for payment of his services as joueur de rebec.

---

3 Friedrich Dick, Bezeichnungen für Saiten- und Schlaginstrumente in der altfranzösischen Literatur, in Giessener Beiträge zur Romanischen Philologie, Heft 25 (Giessen: Selbstverlag des Romanischen Seminars, 1932), pp. 60 and 77.  

4 The names of musical instruments mentioned in historic literary excerpts will be kept in their original spelling or nominative form throughout this article. No attempt will be made by this author to assign some presumed or possibly over-simplified modern equivalent to any Medieval or Renaissance technical instrument name. The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Dr. Patricia Cummins of West Virginia University in the translation and interpretation of the literary excerpts in this article.


6 Ibid., p. 115.


10 Archives Nationales, K.K. 240, fol. 3vo, cited in Dick, p. 93.
(rebéc player). Jean Cavalier, the King's rebéc player, is listed in an account book dating from 1559.12

Account book entries such as these help place the rebéc and its players at specific locations at specific times, and as a result one can at least reflect upon the instrument's popularity and use in the French court.

Jean Marot (1465-1526) accompanied the army of King Louis XII of France to Genoa in 1507 and to Venice in 1509, and Marot's "verse descriptions of these [trips] include a lively account of the adventurers who joined the army in hope of plunder."13 Marot lists some of the instruments which he presumably encountered on one of these trips, in verse 172 of his Voyage de Venise (1509). He mentions rebécz along with other instruments such as business, chalémnes, clerons, doulcines, orguines, trompes, tabours, and luce.14

In his memoirs, Recueil d'aucuns discours, published posthumously in 1665, author Pierre de Bourdelle Brantôme (ca. 1540-1614) includes a section known as the Vie des dames galantes in which he includes a chronicle of French court life in the second half of the sixteenth century. In the sub-section, Dames, reyne d'Escosse, he describes the return of Queen Mary to Scotland from France in 1560. Upon her arrival at Holyrood House, she is said to have been serenaded by poorly played viollons and small rebécz.15

Estant logée en bas en l'Abbaye de l'Isleboug, vindrent sousbs sa fenestre cinq ou six cens marauts de la ville, luy donner l'aurbade de meschans viollons et petits rebécz, dont il n'y en faute en cé pays-là et se mirent à chanter pseaumes, tant mal

12 Alberto Bachmann, p. 2.
14 Friedrich Brücker, Die Blainstrumente in alfränzosischem Literatur, in Giesener Beiträge zur Romanischen Philologie, Heft 19 (Gießen: Selbstverlag des Romanischen Seminars, 1926), p. 73.
constitute a comparison... The sirens again began a new modulation in a loud voice, clear, sweet and sharp [and] as joyous as if all harps, organs, vielles, psalterions, lutes, naquitres, doulceniars, eschequiers, simballes, simphonies, coros, challemies, doulchaine, thimpanes, rebeccs, sonnetes, tabourins, flutes, guisternes, trompes, clarons, bedons, sambuques, tibies, tintinables, monocordes and decacordes, both cords and strings, were playing together in tune; they could not cause a more pleasant jubilation in playing their solemn songs.

Clément Marot (1495-1544), son of Jean Marot, lists the rebecc among a group of wind instruments in one of his Ballades (ca. 1515-1544):

Prenons chacun panietiere et bissac,  
Fluste, flageol, cornemuse et rebecc.²¹

Let us each take a breadsack and a double-bag,  
A fluste, flageol, cornemuse, and a rebecc.

Rebeccs are included in an instrument list found in a sixteenth-century French translation of De vita Caesarum by Gaius Suetonius Tranquillus (ca. 69 A.D.-140 A.D.).

[Caligula] avecqués grand bruit de trompettes, rebeccs at escabeaux saulta et dança en chantant.²²

[Caligula], with great sound of trompettes, rebeccs, and escabeaux, leaped and danced while singing.

Translator Guillaume Michel has chosen to impose upon Suetonius's classical writing the names of musical instruments which were contemporary in Michel's own lifetime, a common practice for writers (and artists) of this period. Obviously one can not conclude that rebecc existed in Caligula's lifetime (Caligula was Emperor of Rome from 37-41 A.D.); such an assumption would be ludicrous in view of the fact that evidence suggests that bowing was not developed in Europe until about the eleventh

---


century. One might justifiably conclude, however, that rebec were used in Michel's lifetime (during the sixteenth century) to accompany dancing and singing.

The French poet Jean-Antoine de Baif (1532-1589) specifically mentions a beautiful rebec in one of his Eglogues, written during the mid to late sixteenth century.

Je te donne un beau rebec que j'ay, de si belle façon
Que tu ne me diras ingrât de ta chanson.24

I am giving you a beautiful rebec which I have, such that you will not say I am ungrateful for your song.

Georges Kastner, in his Les danses des morts (1852), cites a rather cryptic verse from an undated (perhaps sixteenth century?) vaudeville in which the rebec is mentioned:

De ce ménestrel dans l’angoisse,
Comme elle brise le rebec!
Comme à ce chantre de paroisse,
Sans mot dire elle clôt le bec.25

How she breaks the rebec
Of this minstrel in anguish!
How she closes the mouth of this parish cantor
Without saying a word.

The rebec has been mentioned in literature as an instrument used to accompany narrative songs. One such French excerpt is found in Le premier livre des bergères de Julitte by Nicolas de Montreux (Paris: 1585).

Fortunio... empigna son rebec sur quel il chanta les vers qui

Fortunio... picked up his rebec upon which [to the accompaniment of which] he sang the following lines.

The Muses are invoked in several sixteenth and seventeenth-century excerpts in which reference is made to the rebec. The earliest among these is found in La Saulaye, églogue de la vie solitaire (1547) by the French poet Maurice Scève (1501?–1564?).

Il fait les Rocz respondre à ses chansons,
Ayant toujours flusse, ou musette au bec,
Qu’il ayme plus, que harpe, ne rebec.
Mouches à miel luy causent doux sommeil.27

He makes the rocks respond to his songs,
Always having in his mouth fluse or musette,
Which he likes better than harpe or rebec.
Flies of honey cause him sweet sleep.

Satirist Mathurin Régnier (1573-1613) specifically mentions the strings of a rebec in two passages from his works. The first is from Louanges de Macette (ca. 1603-1608):

La Muse autour de votre bouche,
Volant ainsi comme une mouche,
De miel vous embrûne le bec:
Et vos paroles nonpareilles,
Résonnent doux à nos oreilles,
Comme les cordes d’un rebec.28

The Muse around your mouth
Flying like a fly,
Fills your mouth with honey:
And your words beyond compare
Resound softly in our ears,
Like the strings of a rebec.

23 Werner Bachmann, pp. 58ff.
The second Régnier passage is from *Satyre X* (ca. 1610):

O Muse, je t’ invoque:
   emmielle moy le bec,
Et bande de tes mains les
   nerfs de ton rebec.29

Oh Muse, I call upon you:
   put honey in my mouth,
And strum with your hands
   the strings [literally, sinews] of your rebec.

Reference is again made to the nerfs (sinews; strings) of the rebec by the French poet, Guillaume de Salluste Du Bartas (1544-1590):

Bref rien plus ne résonne...
   Que les nerfs du rebec, le vent de la musette,
Des cimbales le fer, l’airain de l’espinitette.30

In short nothing more resounds . . .
But the strings [literally, sinews] of the rebec, the wind of the musette,
The iron of the cimbales, the brass of the espinitette.

Several fifteenth- and sixteenth-century allusions to the sound of the rebec provide contrasting information. Guillaume Coquilart mentions the rebec in a curious proverb in *Le blason des armes et des dames* (ca. 1470):

Qui s’ endort au son du rebec
   En la flotte, il n’est pas sage.31

Whosoever goes to sleep to the sound of the rebec
   In a crowd [the rain?] is not wise.

Clément Marot alludes to the dur rebec, or harsh-sounding rebec, in a “Dance of Death” scene from *Mort a tout humain* (ca. 1515-1544):

Las, or est-il à sa dernière dance
   Ou toy la mort, lui a fait sans soulas
Faire faux pas, et mortelle cadence,
   Sous dur rebec, sonnant le grand hélas.32

Alas, now is he at his last dance
Where you, Death, without solace made him
Take a wrong step, and [in] deadly timing,
With a harsh rebec sounding the final alas.

In an undated source which may well have been written in the sixteenth century, the character of the rebec’s sound is expressed as enroué or hoarse, husky, wheezing:

Du son de la musette,
   Du rebec enroué de vachers.33

From the sound of the musette,
From the hoarse rebec of the cow-herds.

In sharp contrast, reference is made, during the same period, to les doux accords, or sweet harmonious sounds of the rebec, in *Déploration poétique de feu M. Antoine du Prat* (1545):

Par grand douleur la belle Thalia
Les doux accords du rebec obila.34

Through great suffering beautiful Thalia forgot
The sweet harmonious sounds of the rebec.

Satirist François Rabelais (1494-1553) made at least three references to the rebec in his writings. The first, an excerpt from

---

Le Tiers livre, Chapter XLVI, “Comment Pantagruel et Panurge divesement interpretent les paroles de Triboulet” (1546), deals with the problems of marital fidelity.

Puis me plais, dit il, le son de la rusticque cornemuse que le fredonnemens de lucs, rebeccz et violons auliques.\textsuperscript{35}

I like better, said he, the sound of the rustic cornemuse, than the hummings of courtly lucs, rebeccz, and courtly violons.

In an interpretation of this musical metaphor, Nan Cooke Carpenter explains that previous to this quotation:

Triboulet the Fool warns Panurge against marriage with a bagpipe metaphor signifying cuckoldry... he describes Panurge’s future wife in terms of the windy and raucous instrument.\textsuperscript{36}

Concerning the rebecc passage, Carpenter offers the following interpretation:

Panurge happily interprets Triboulet’s prediction to mean that he will marry a village maiden, using the cornemuse to denote simple rusticity as opposed to the sophistication of the courtly life represented by the more complex stringed instruments demanding skilled performers—probably with erotic implications in both parts of the comparison.\textsuperscript{37}

Rabelais’s other two references provide some insight into the morphology of the sixteenth-century French rebec. In Le Quart Livre, Chapter XXXI “Anatomie de Quaresmeprenant quant aux parties externes” (1552), Rabelais writes:

Les paupieres, comme un rebecc.\textsuperscript{38}

The eyelids [eyes], like a rebecc.

Rabelais’s third reference also compares a feature of the

---


\textsuperscript{37} \textit{Ibid.}, p. 4.

human anatomy to a *rebec*. The excerpt comes from *Pantagruel*, Chapter III, "Du deuil que mena Gargantua de la mort de sa femme Badebec" (ca. 1546).

Elle en mourut, la noble Badebec  
Du mal d'enfant, que tant me semblait nice,  
Car elle avoit visage de rebec,  
Corps d'Espaignol et ventre de Souice.39

She died, the noble Badebec,  
While in labor, which seemed foolish to me:  
For she had the face of a rebec,  
The body of a Spaniard, and the belly of a Swiss.

In an attempt to understand this analogy, one might consider Randle Cotgrave’s definition of the expression *visage de bec* in his *Dictionary of the French and English Tongues* (London: 1611) as “a sneakbill, sharp-nose chittiface.”40 In modern terms, a sneakbill would denote a mean fellow or a starved or thin-faced person, and chitty-face, a “term of reproach meaning thin-face, pinched face, and later, baby-face.”41 Carl Engel suggests that reference is made by Rabelais’ expression to the “grottesque embellishment” which “ornamented the rebec . . . at its upper termination.”42 The occasional use of such human, animal, or grottesque figures carved at the upper end of the rebec’s pegbox may be verified by contemporary iconographic evidence, such as the 1513 sketch of a rebec by Hans Holbein, in Plate I.43

Two additional sources, dating from the early seventeenth century, further compare the morphology of the rebec with human anatomy. Satirist Mathurin Régnier writes in his *Satyre XIX* (ca. 1608):

Me rendre, en me torchant le bec,  
Le ventre creux comme un rebec.44  
To throw up, while wiping my mouth,  
My belly hollow as a rebec.

In this instance, the hollow interior of a stringed instrument with a convex back is brought to mind. In his *La Comédie des proverbes* (1616), Adrien de Moullec, Comte de Cramail (1589-1646), offers the following satirical description of Florinde’s betrothed, Captain Fier-a-Bras:

Pour la mine, il l’a telle quelle, et surtout il est délicat et blond comme un pruneau relâvé; et pour la bource il ne l’a pas trop bien ferrée; de ce costé-la il est sec comme rebec, et plus plat qu’une pounaise.45

As to his face, it is ordinary; and above all he is as refined [delicate] and blond as a twice-washed prune; and as to his cod-piece [or purse], it is none too well equipped [garnished], in that respect he is as thin [dry or withered] as a rebec and flatter than a bed-worn.

The sexual implications are obvious. Pierre Larousse suggests that the expression *see comme rebec* means “fort maigre” or extremely thin, poor, barren.46 It is possible that this expression refers not to the rebec per se, but actually to its progeny, the poche (pochette), a slender and diminutive descendant of the rebec which was popular at the time that Moullec wrote this scene. Nicolas de Larmessin II’s engraving, “Habit de Musicien” (ca. 1700), pictures a pochette in a similar, sexually-satirical fashion.47

Symbolic of the decline of the rebec’s popularity, and of its

42 Engel, pp. 50-91, cites several similar allusions to the carvings found on English citterns and gitterns.
44 Régnier, p. 24.
ultimate demise, the French poet Philippe Desportes (1546-1606) portrays the following scene in a late sixteenth-century source:

Mon chalumeau n’est plus dans ces bois entendu,
Et mon triste rebec est demeuré perdu
A ceste branche morte.48

My chalumeau is no longer heard in these woods,
And my sad rebec is left hung
On this dead branch.

In a similarly symbolic scene from a French play entitled Industrie (1730) one can clearly see that the French rebec had essentially faded into obscurity before the middle of the eighteenth century.

PIERROT à L’ANTIQUITE (d’un ton de vielle).
Ici que venez-vous faire?
Dictes, ma bonne grand’mère,
N’y venez-vous point, pour plaire, Chercher l’eau de Beauté?
L’ANTIQUITE (montrant le palais),
Air: Griseldis.
Demosil, quoi qu’on dîe,
Mon manoir est illec,
Ou l’on oit mélodie
De luth et de Rebec.
Las! mon doux Fils,
Ce têms-ci ne vaut mie
Celui de Pétion des Amadis!49

Pierrot says to Antiquity (accompanied on a vielle):
What have you come here to do?
Pray tell, my good grandmother,
Have you not come to seek the water of Beauty in order to be pleasing [in appearance]?
Antiquity (pointing to the Palace):
Air: Griseldis.
Young man, notwithstanding what one says,
My dwelling is over there.

Where one hears tunes on
The luth and the rebec,
Alas! my gentle son,
This time is not worth
That of Pétion des Amadis!

The Rebec in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century French Legal Ordinances

The decline in the rebec’s social standing may clearly be seen in several seventeenth- and eighteenth-century laws which sought to regulate the use of the instrument. On March 27, 1628, the Civil Lieutenant of Paris pronounced an edict which literally placed the rebec in a secondary relationship with the violin family.

Faisant défense à tous musiciens de jouer dans les cabarets et mauvais lieux des dessus, basses ou autres parties de violon, ains sueuillez du rebec.50

Forbidding all musicians to play, in ale-houses and irreputable places, the descant, bass, or other members of the violon family, rather only the rebec.

This ordinance was to be enforced “under penalty of a prison sentence, a fine of twenty-four livres, and destruction of their instruments.”51 The rebec’s coup de grace was issued a short time later, in 1741, by an ordinance of Guignon, the “roi des violons” in France. Guignon effectively stifled any remaining use of the rebec for all but the lowest classes of society, and after this date one finds little further substantive written commentary reflective of experiences emanating from the historic rebec-playing era.

Comme il seroit également impossible et opposé aux projects de la communauté, pour la perfection des arts qui en font l’objet, d’y comprendre un certain nombre de gens sans capacité, dont les talents sont bornés à l’amusement du peuple dans les rues et dans les

---


49 Industrie, Scene III, the prologue of Zemire et Almanzor, cited in Grillet, p. 149, fn. 1, who cites Le théâtre de la foire ou l’opéra comique, (no date cited), t. VIII.


guinguettes, il leur sera permis d’y jouer d’une espèce d’instrument à trois cordes seulement, et connu sous le nom de rebec, sans qu’ils puissent se servir d’un violon à quatre cordes sous quelque prétèse que ce soit.\textsuperscript{52}

Since it would be at once impossible and opposed to the plans of the community, for the perfection of the acts which are the objectives of those plans, to include among those in the plans a certain number of persons lacking ability, whose talents are restricted to the amusement of the people in the streets and the public-houses [taverns], these last [persons] are to be allowed to play only a kind of instrument with three strings, which goes under the name of \textit{rebec}; but they are not to use, under any pretext whatever, the \textit{violin} with four strings.

The Rebec in Sixteenth- to Eighteenth-Century Musical Treatises and Dictionaries

In addition to its appearance in court account books, chronicles, literary sources, and legal ordinances, the spelling \textit{rebec} is commonly found in sixteenth- to eighteenth-century French musical treatises and dictionaries. From these sources one can learn a little about the morphology and use of the \textit{rebec}, although it should be remembered that they transmit information for the most part reflective of the final years of the rebec-playing era. Both John Palsgrave’s \textit{L’écloisississement de la langue françoys} (1530) and later Randle Cotgrave’s \textit{Dictionarie} (1611) simply define the \textit{rebec} as an instrument of music.\textsuperscript{53} An anonymous method for the lute and guitar, \textit{Discours non plus melancholiques que divers de choses} (1557), presents a hierarchy of several musical instruments including the \textit{rebec}. The lute and guitar are regarded as instruments for musicians, whereas:

\begin{quote}
Ainsi demeure encore la vielle pour les aveugles, le rebec et viola pour les mendicis.\textsuperscript{54}
Thus the \textit{vielle} still remains for the blind, the \textit{rebec} and \textit{viol} for the fiddlers.
\end{quote}

Both Claude de Sainleins (1593) and the dictionary compiler Nicot (1606) pass on a piece of confusing information which first appears in a French-to-English glossary compiled by L. Harrison in 1570. In all of these sources, the word \textit{rebec} is translated \textit{viol}, although in all probability the instrument names are meant in a generic sense.

l’Archet d’un rebec, ou autres tels instruments, the bowe of a \textit{viol}, or such like instrument.\textsuperscript{55}

Adriano Junius (Hadrianus Junius) further confuses the issue by equating the French word \textit{rebec} with the \textit{pandura} in his \textit{Nomenclator} (1577).

\begin{quote}
Pandura: Musicum instrumentum trichordon, triplicibus fidibus tensum. A. Fidel, B. Veele, Veeken, G. Rebec, rebequen, It. Rebecchino.\textsuperscript{56}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
Pandura: Three-stringed musical instrument, with three gut strings. German, Fidel; B. (Flemish?) Veele, veeken; French, Rebec, rebequen; Italian, Rebecchino.
\end{quote}

In his \textit{Discours, et histoire des spectres} (1605), Pierre Le Loyer defines the \textit{rebec} as an instrument of four strings, purportedly played amongst the Chaldeans (an ancient Semitic people; Chaldean is synonymous with Babylonian), although such use is undoubtedly more fanciful than real.\textsuperscript{57}

Johann Konmery’s \textit{Porta linguarum} (1633) lists the \textit{rebec} along with several other stringed instruments.

\textsuperscript{52} Cited in Alberto Bachmann, p. 4.


Un orgue est composé de flageolets, flûtes, tuyaux, ou fistulés; La harpe, le luth, la lyre ou le rebec, la sambouque & à pandure se touchent ou frappent, ou font sonner avec de cordes.58

An orgue is composed of flageolets, flûtes, tuyaux or fistulés; the harpe, the luth, the lyre or the rebec, the sambouque with the pandure one touches or strikes [with a bow?], or sounds with strings.

Perhaps the most specific and reliable information available concerning the rebec comes from two French musical treatises: Marin Mersenne’s *Harmonie universelle* (1635) and Pierre Trichet’s *Le traité des instruments de musique* (1640), which is patterned after Mersenne’s work. Both treatises state that the rebec was no longer used in the seventeenth century, although it is evident from the need for governmental ordinances during the 1640s that some rebec-playing persisted, even among professional musicians. Nevertheless, Mersenne writes the following in his treatise:

Le rebec à trois cordes qui sont accordées de quinte en quinte comme celles du violon; on n’en use plus.59

The rebec, with three strings which are tuned in fifths as are those of the violon, is no longer used.

Trichet’s description is perhaps the most detailed one available, although many specific morphological details are not discussed, such as the construction of the pegbox, the bridge, the sound-post, tailpiece, decorative carvings, and so on.

Le rebec est différent du violon et ressemble presque à la poche, ayant le corps tout d’une venue sans aucun vidange des costés par le retrenchment d’un demi cercle. Le nom rebec est dérivé du mot Rebiag, qui entre les Chaldeens signifie un instrument à quatre cordes, d’où les Italiens ont pris leur Ribeba, comme témoigne Pierre Loyer (1. 8 des Spect., c.3); néanmoins le rebec n’a ordinairement que trois cordes, lesquelles l’on a accoutumé de tenir gracieusement tendues et de les accorder de quinte en quinte, de

mesme que celle du violon. Depuis que l’on a inventé le violon, l’usage du rebec n’a pas été continué, ayant perdu sa vogue et son premier crédit par l’introduction de l’autre. Ceux qui s’en servent encore, font construire ordinairement tout le corps d’érable, et veulent que la table de dessus soit de sapin: ce qui s’observe aussi en la fabrique de la pluspart des instruments à cordes.60

The rebec is different from the violon and almost looks like the poche, having a body all in one line without any indentation on the sides cut out in the fashion of a semi-circle. The name rebec is derived from the word Rebiag, which among the Chaldeens denotes an instrument with four strings, from which the Italians have taken their Ribeba, according to evidence presented by Pierre Loyer (1. 8 des Spect., c.3); nevertheless, the rebec usually has only three strings, which one customarily keeps very taut and tuned in fifths, the same as those of the violon. Since the invention of the violon, the rebec has not been kept in use, having lost its vogue and its former esteem when the [violin] was introduced. Those who still use them usually have the body constructed out of maple, and want the upper table to be made of fir: this is also observed in the manufacture of most stringed instruments.

Gilles Ménage was the author of the first dictionary specifically dedicated to the science of etymology, published in 1650, and this source, “in spite of many errors became a basis for future similar dictionaries.”61 Despite his lengthy attempt to trace the etymology of the French spelling, rebec, Ménage simply defines the word rebec as an “instrument de musique.”62

Two later dictionaries, from 1690 and 1694 respectively, define the word rebec as follows:

[Rebec] violon à trois cordes accordées de quinte en quinte.63
[Rebec] Three-stringed violon tuned in fifths.

Rebec — jouer du rebec.64
Rebec — to play the rebec.

---

Finally, in Jean Benjamin de la Borde's *Essai sur la musique ancienne et moderne* (1780), the *rebec* is mentioned as being obsolete and, although it had existed long before the violin, it is now referred to and remembered only by comparison with its successor.

[Rebec.] Instrument dont on ne se sert plus, et qui ressemblait au Violon. Il n'avait que trois cordes, et on se servait d'un petit archet pour en tirer du son. Ce mot peut venir du Celtique ou bas-Breton, *reber*, qui signifie un Violon.65

[Rebec.] An instrument which is no longer in use, and which resembles a *violin*. It had only three strings, and a small bow was used to produce the sound. The word may perhaps come from the Celtic or low-Breton, *reber*, which means a *violin*.

**Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century Idiomatic Uses of Rebec**

Two idiomatic expressions using the spelling *rebec* appear in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century sources: *joueur de rebec* and *jouer du rebec*. Usually used to designate a *rebec* player, the expression *joueur de rebec* may have denoted a clever or skillful person in Noël du Fail’s *Contes et discours d’Eutrapel* (1585).

Il est bon joueur de rebec.66

Literally: he is a good *rebec* player.

Figuratively: he is a clever (skillful) person.67

At some point during the sixteenth century, the similar expression, *jouer du rebec*, which one would normally expect to translate "to play the *rebec*," took on a new, idiomatic meaning, an accurate translation of which is somewhat elusive. According to Edmond Huguet's *Dictionnaire de la langue française du seizième siècle* (1925-1967), this expression was a play on words and took on the meanings *regimber*, *ripoter*, *resister*; in English, to resist, to be refractory, to make a smart reply, to retort, or to offer opposition.68 Such an understanding of the meaning of *rebec* undoubtedly relates to the fifteenth- through seventeenth-century use of the reflexive verb *se rebequerc*, which has the connotation of resisting, of being obstinately opposed to something. In fact, in 1611, Randle Cotgrave actually defines *Jouer du rebec as se rebequerc*.69 But it is also possible, in at least two of the excerpts which follow, to discern a sexually-oriented double-entendre, which would not be unexpected in literature of this era. From the anonymous *Sermon joyeux de la patience des femmes obstinées contre leur maris* (fifteenth or sixteenth century), one finds:

Ils sont toutes frappées d’ung coing,
Et si font toutes bon groing,
Bonne teste, bon oeil, bon bec,
Et [sic] jouent volontiers du rebec.70

They are all struck from the same stamp,
And they all display a good mouth [literally, snout],
A good head, a good eye, and good lips,
And they willingly, play the rebec [resist]?

The French humanist Henri Estienne (1528-1598) wrote, in his *Apologie pour Hérodote* (1566):

Il dit que le bon temps viendra quand les femmes feront tout ce que leurs maris voudront, sans aucunement jouer du rebec.71

He says that the time will come when women will do all that their husbands want, without playing on the *rebec* [resisting] at all.

Finally, Jean Calvin (1509-1564) writes, in *Advertisement contre l'astrologie qu'on appelle judiciaire* (1549):

Le say bien quil ne faudront point a jouer du rebec et dire que l'un n'empesche point l'autre.72

---


67 Kastner, *Parémiologie*, p. 398. In Hector France, *Dictionnaire de la langue verte* (Paris: Librairie du Progrès, 1926), p. 187, the phrase *jouer du violon*, for example, means to "saw the chains," as a prisoner might saw off the chains which bind him. This may be derived from the back-and-forth bowing process.


69 Cotgrave, p. XXX, See Dart, p. 73.


PLATE II—Maître de Morrison, Virgin and Child with angel musicians, ca. 1480-1500, Brussels, Belgium, Musées de Beaux-Arts, 1157.

I know well that they will not fail to play the rebec [resist] and to say that one does not rule out the other.\textsuperscript{78}

Although the derivation, the literal or sociological connection with the instrument itself, and the accurate meaning of he idiom, jouer du rebec, may remain a mystery to modern readers, one need only be reminded that we commonly use some strikingly similar idiomatic expressions in modern English, such as "to play second fiddle."

\textbf{Conclusions:}

\textbf{The Morphology of the Rebec}

One can summarize the morphological characteristics of the French rebec, which are alluded to in the French literary sources discussed, as follows: 1) the rebec was a bowed stringed instrument; 2) the rebec was built in different sizes; 3) rebecs had three gut strings which were taut and these strings were tuned in fifths, although no specific pitches are given in the sources; 4) the rebec was played with a small bow; 5) the rebec was different in shape than the violin, but similar to the poche (pochette), having no waist cut out of the sides for bowing; therefore, the rebec might have been boat-shaped, as can be seen in Plate II,\textsuperscript{74} or piriform, as in Plate III; \textsuperscript{75} in the latter respect, it may have had a shape similar to the pandurina (pandura) or mandora; 6) the rebec, at least late in its life-span, had a body made of maple, with a belly made of fir; 7) the rebec had a hollow interior; 8) the back of the rebec was probably convex in shape; 9) some rebecs may have had human, animal, or grotesque figures carved at the top of the pegbox; and 10) some rebecs were apparently quite beautiful; one unique rebec mentioned in an early sixteenth-century source was made of silver.

\textsuperscript{78} According to translator Patricia Cummins, the context of the passage in which is found this excerpt is: "Those who fear God and try to do His will, will not have time to dance. Those who dance also will not fail 'to play the rebec;' for doing one does not preclude the other..."

\textsuperscript{74} Maître de Morrison, Virgin and Child with angel musicians, ca. 1480-1500, Brussels, Belgium, Musées Royaux de Beaux-Arts, 1157.

\textsuperscript{75} David Gerard, Virgin and Child with angel musicians, ca. 1500-1525, Basel, Switzerland, Kunstmuseum Basel, Inv. G1958.15.

\textbf{The Social Status, Musical Qualities and Use of the Rebec}

The rebec was, at various times during its history, used by all classes of people. According to the French literary sources examined, players of the rebec have included "poor witless men," beggars, rogues, lords and ladies of the court, and a number of paid musicians in sevice to the Duchess Yolande of Savoy (1476), the Duke Philibert of Savoy (1479), Marguerite of Flanders (1494), and the Kings Charles VIII, René II, Antoine, and Francis I of France. Among the paid French rebec players specifically mentioned in these sources are Raymonnet de Beauvoisyn (1490), Lancelot Levasseur (between 1532 and 1535), and Jehan Cavalier (1539). Court chroniclers Jean Marot (Court of King Louis XII, in 1509) and Pierre de Bourdelle Brantôme (Court of Queen Mary of Scotland, in 1560) record the appearance and use of rebecs in both Italy and Scotland, during royal trips to those countries.

Although the spelling rebec was frequently used in French literary sources at least from about 1379 to 1780, musical treatises by Mersenne and Trichet report that the rebec, as a viable musical instrument, was essentially obsolete by the third decade of the seventeenth century. However, the appearance of several legal ordinances dating from between 1628 and 1741, which forbade the use of the rebec by professional musicians and which relegated its use to taverns and other places of "ill-repute," suggests that some form of the instrument or its progeny, the poche, lingered on in use well into the eighteenth century.

In the mid-sixteenth century, the rebec was regarded by some as secondary to the lute and guitar, but of higher status than the vielle. Perhaps due to its shape or for some other unknown reason, the rebec, especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, became the object of and vehicle for sexual and anatomical satire, as for example, in the writings of Rabelais, Régnier, and Moutluc.

From the information obtained in the French literary sources available for study, it seems that the French rebec was regarded primarily as a melody instrument. It was used to accompany both singing and dancing. In addition, the rebec may have been used to accompany the recitation or singing of poetry, including love
Ganassi’s Regola Rubertina (Conclusion)
by Silvestro Ganassi
Translated by Richard D. Bodig

COMMENTS ON THE TRANSLATION

In doing this translation from a copy of the original folio, I have tried to keep as closely as possible to Ganassi’s own words, in order to ensure that the integrity of the work would be maintained. Ganassi’s syntax, grammar and spelling are somewhat casual and his style redundant by today’s literary standards. Although I have had to straighten out the syntax and grammar, I have chosen not to tamper with his style, which is repetitive. Although Ganassi is often very specific in his instruction, he is also quite vague at times, and the reader is left with the task of interpreting what he had in mind. There are also some obvious errors, but I have left them uncorrected.

—Richard D. Bodig

[This concludes the translation of the Regola Rubertina, the first part of which was published in volume 18 of this Journal.—Ed.]

laments. The rebec’s sound has been variously described as harsh, hoarse, soft, sweet, and harmonious. In relationship to other instruments, the rebec is often mentioned along with a wide variety of contemporary types. However, based upon these French literary sources, one can not draw any substantive conclusions concerning the use of the rebec with any specific instruments or combinations thereof.
SECOND LESSON

Second lesson on the practice of playing the fretted viola d'arco, written by Silvestro Ganassi Dal Fontego, who wishes to show through illustration the properties of strings which are false, true or borderline; to show a practical method for positioning frets; also how to tune this viol properly and in different ways, and methods for those who play a viol without frets, with a new lute tablature, many with fingerings; very useful secrets on the skill of playing these instruments: also the method of playing the viol while singing: useful works which you will be delighted to play.

TO THE ILLUSTRIOUS NERI CAPON.
YOUR SERVANT SILVESTRO GANASSI DAL FONTEGO CONVEYS HIS SALUTATIONS

Of the many things which are offered to our blessed Lord from mortals, those which are the most acceptable to His great Majesty, are those that are simple and unembellished, as though from Mother Nature, rather than those which may be masterfully wrought by hand but which lack the softness and subtlety of nature. Likewise, sensitive and respected intellectuals often find greater pleasure in hearing the song of a free bird in the woods, than the sounds of thousands of captive birds in handsomely gift cages. Thus, God and all divine spirits are gratified by the simpler things in life.

Having already finished my third opus on the subject of techniques necessary to achieve perfection on the viol and on the lute, but also seeing in it all kinds of crude and unembellished portions, I pondered about the right person to whom I should dedicate it, and about the person who might accept the work spontaneously and with joy. Although there were many people who came to mind, it was you above all the rest, honorable Mr. Neri, who appeared to be in this respect so similar to God, inasmuch as you are in the forefront of all the magistrates and are truthfully the only person who esteems natural beauty above something that is contrived. For this reason, I decided that you were the worthy individual to whom I should dedicate the humble and rather unstructured fruits of my labor. If there should be no merit in this work, at least it may remind you of the person whom you thought worthy enough to be your teacher, and whom you were willing to immortalize, as well as to bestow eternal fame and reputation through your name.

Aside from your being a Parnassus, a Helicon and a haven among all virtuosi, I did not believe that this work would receive greater acceptance with anyone but you. If this work is acceptable on the basis of your acute judgment and if it is immortalized by that sacred and divine collegium which like you is domiciled in this esteemed city, no other appraisals of the work are necessary. For the head of the collegium is Mr. Adrian, who cannot be praised too highly. He is a new Prometheus of heavenly harmony; he puts the past to shame, bestows glory on the present and is master of what is yet to come. Without doubt, everyone will be pleased to accept his judgment of whatever may be praiseworthy.

If you have any justifiable complaint about my work, I do hope I am the first to be told, rather than that it be publicly discussed in the city squares. But let us leave it at this, kind sir, that you accept this work with the same enthusiasm and receptive frame of mind with which I offer it to you. If it does not merit praise because you derive no enjoyment from it, at least let it not be condemned, for I have wished only to create something enjoyable and useful. I would hope that that is what you will find herein. I appeal as always, to your good grace.

TO MY READERS

I have considered, most worthy readers, the words of a sage who said that of all the studies he had undertaken, he had learned nothing for sure except that he still was lacking in knowledge. Another sage, at the end of his life, said that he did not regret death, but was sad that it was only at that time that he had understood what was cause and what was effect. In my case, I have presumed that all of my writings have been, are and will be understood by you noble and considerate readers, as will be the discourse which is to follow. I found in the holy scriptures that our Lord God let it be known to Noah, before the flood, that our life span according to His will should be one hundred twenty years. That would not be enough time to become a master on the subject, but perhaps a student. Nevertheless, I am confident that you will not expect to see such masterful traits in me as though you were to see a cinder in my eye. I can say truthfully that in my fifty-one years, I haven’t spent more than, say, five years of study altogether. You know as well as I the many kinds of impediments that stand in one’s way
in these times. First of all, we do need sleep. It is natural in the
tender and fragile years of infancy and of old age and the ener-
getic years of youth, when various illnesses can occur before reach-
ing maturity. Then in the adult years there are beautiful and fine
things in the world which bring enjoyment to the body. But there
are many other things that could be mentioned; I mean misfortune,
which could happen to one's parents or friends, or the conflict of
reason against one's inclination. There are many heavenly prin-
ciples which are for our own good but which we may stray away
from. There are so many obstacles which one could mention but
let us leave the subject in this way: If we have reached life's end,
we should know that, as students, we still would have much to
learn, as a philosopher once said. One can change circumstances
but not such basic principles. If the great philosophers, who dis-
covered intellectual principles, acknowledged that they themselves
were students as well as teachers, it is logical that we also should
acknowledge that we have things to learn even up to the time of
death. Therefore, it may be somewhat presumptuous to assume
that this book conveys wisdom. I feel compelled, nevertheless,
to present this work although there are many who might find both
virtue and fault with it. One should be silent, out of modesty, on
aspects of science that are still unknown. Yet each new work
draws from and adds to previous works.

In order to expiate my guilt of incompleteness, I expect to pull
together in this new work of mine all of my capabilities for you
to use in advancing your knowledge. In asking for your indulgence,
I quote from a parable: If a person, in his own good will, grants
a favor to another, then the recipient should receive the favor with
the same good will. Thus in accepting this work, my readers would
forgive me for any transgression. I would find solace in such for-
giveness particularly if, in this work, or in my already published
book, I might have made some errors in my instructions. Farewell!

PROLOGUE

You were already taught, in the Regola Rubertina, in the
section dealing with beauty and quality of music, about tuning the
viol by itself and in consort in three different ways. In the first, the
tenor and alto viols are tuned a fourth over the bass, and the treble
a fifth over the tenor, which is an octave over the bass. The second
tuning is the one in which the tenor and alto viols are tuned a fifth
higher than the bass and the treble remains an octave over the bass,
putting it a fourth over the tenor and alto. The third tuning is the
one in which the tenor and alto are a fourth over the bass and the
treble is also a fourth over the tenor and alto, putting it a seventh
over the bass. Then you were shown the way to play a fourth higher
than in the first tuning; the manner of playing on the fingerboard
first by means of canti fermi, then with ricercari as examples.

I did promise also to show how to play these instruments if
there are only five, four or even three strings; I do want to keep
that promise. I also promised, however, to discuss at greater length
than I did in the Rubertina the recognition of strings which are
true, false or borderline; this will come first. Second, I shall teach
you how to position the frets with a compass and the application
of proportions. Third, I shall give you some ricercari employing con-
sonances. Fourth, I shall give you other ricercari for solo voice or
instrument in a number of examples which will show you how to
work on the fingerboard and to achieve good results with little
difficulty. Fifth, I shall discuss tuning viols so that you can play
any composition and can adjust to the human voice, using the
numbers of strings discussed earlier. Sixth, I shall give some
madrigals composed for two instruments and one vocal part.
Seventh, I shall give some madrigals to play with the lute in a
very useful new tablature. Eighth, I shall discuss some hints which
should prove useful in many circumstances. First, however, I shall
discuss, in the first chapter, principles governing the recognition
of a good string.

Chapter I

ON THE RECOGNITION OF A GOOD STRING

Please note, noble reader, that a false string is intolerable and
the opposite of what one should normally expect; this is the same
as saying that two opposing statements on the same subject can't be
reconciled. Also, strings of equal quality will not work well if the
frets have not been set correctly with a compass and without the
help of your ear to ensure that the strings are indeed true. So that
you will recognize the effects of true and false strings, I shall set
forth the following procedure.
First, take the string and stretch it a bit so that its curliness disappears. Then after you have stretched it a little, hold it with two fingers, that is the thumb and index fingers. The part which is to be secured to the peg is held slack. Then pull it little by little to the end, where it is to be attached at the end of the fingerboard. In testing, begin with half the distance and pluck the string with the middle finger from the part which is to be tied to the tailpiece. If the string is true, it will produce an effect while vibrating like two curved sticks, with a clear space between them. This is the proper effect of a good string. It is important that you understand that if you try to tune a false string, you will never be able to tune it as well as if the string were true and properly tuned. Also if the fret is not set in its proper position, you will not be able to play in tune either. This is true even if the strings are good for as I said at the beginning of the chapter, two opposites in a given statement cannot be reconciled with each other, especially in this case. I can’t emphasize this point too much. But so that you will know that I have your interest at heart, I ask that you exercise every diligence in this and other matters. Now I shall give you an illustrative example of the effect of a good string and the method of holding it, as I described above.

![Effect of a good string](image)

*Effect de(codada justa)*

(Effect of a good string)

**Chapter III**

RECOGNITION OF THE EFFECT OF A BORDERLINE STRING

Just as you know that there can be no extremes without a middle, it also follows that some strings are neither completely good nor bad, but simply average or borderline and which can be detected as such. I believe that it is extremely important to recognize such strings. Of course if one were determined to have perfect strings, say on a lute, it would be a very costly undertaking, since one probably would need many strings and perhaps still not find any that were absolutely true; this would create problems in achieving balanced stringing for the whole instrument. I have experienced this often enough in my own case.

Because of my experience, I have become convinced of the importance of recognizing an average string, which produces a specific effect as does a good string. Just as we said that a good string produced the effect, in vibration, of two distinct, separated and stable sticks, the average or borderline string produces the effect of more than two lines or sticks, but with clear separation and stability from one end of the string to the other. Hence, it is neither completely true, because of the multiple lines, nor completely false because the lines have clear separation and stability. This is shown below in the proven manner.

![Effect of a Borderline String](image)

(Effect of a Borderline String)

**Chapter IV**

SYSTEM OF SETTING FRETS

Please note that the proportion *sesquioctava* produces pitches expressed by these two numbers, 9:8. This proportion determines
the location of the second fret. If you divide the string, beginning from the nut on the fingerboard and ending at the bridge, where the bow is drawn, into nine parts, the first of the nine parts sets the boundary of the second fret. Leaving aside the question about the thickness of the fret, you should expect to hear the same pitches in playing a note on a fret as with a corresponding open string. I advise you, therefore, that if you use the frets in the way I shall show you, that you do not neglect, in fingering on the frets, to satisfy your ear, which is the final judge of harmony and consonances. Moreover, it is in the nature of music, whether one plays an organ or a harpsichord, or a stringed instrument, that you may need to tune some lower or higher than the natural pitch of the instrument. Likewise, you can’t expect the instrument to be in proper regulation, as long as you are wary of moving the fret from its position, in the manner in which I will teach you, relying on proportions and other means of adjustment of frets up and down, according to the requirements of your ear. I could provide a lengthy discourse on the reasons behind the necessary adjustments, resulting from differences between major and minor semi-tones and other factors. It is not relevant to go into such a discourse in this lesson, since I will simply proceed with a description of the method of setting frets. Also, apart from theory, there is something to be said for brevity; according to the proverb, it is the short speech which gets to penetrate the heavens.

The procedure which I have established is based on my practical experience with the viol. Since many of the best viols made by various craftsmen are quite different from each other, they all require different adjustments more or less, in positioning the frets. As I said before, there are times when, because of defective workmanship in shaping the fingerboard in the portion where one sets the frets, it turns out to be too narrow, or perhaps that the arch or curvature does not correspond to that of the bridge. You must then compensate for the problem. As the saying goes, if nature is found lacking in something, then art must come to its assistance.

Now I shall proceed with the subject matter I started out to discuss. After you have positioned the second fret in the manner described above, the first fret should be set half way between the major and minor semi-tones by their respective proportions. In order not to go into this at length, however, I believe that I have chosen a similar method for finding the first fret, which produces a minor semi-tone, quite easily. The location of the third fret is the same distance as from the first to the second fret.

Then, you divide the string into four parts; the first of these four parts will set the location of the fifth fret, which produces the consonance of a fourth, which is created by the proportion of sesquiquarta indicated by the ratio 4:3. Thus, if the string length is divided into four parts; the fret is secured at the end of the first part. This produces the consonance of a perfect fourth, because if one then plays the open string, which is at the end of the fourth part of the string length, one achieves the opposite of the 4:3 ratio. The fourth fret should be exactly in the middle of the third and fifth frets.

Then you divide the string length into three parts. The first of the three parts will be the end of the seventh fret, thereby producing the consonance of a perfect fifth, or diapente, which is formed with the proportion of sesquialtera indicated by the ratio of 3:2. Then the sixth fret is set at the midpoint of the space between the fifth and seventh frets but somewhat less, that is so that the thickness of the fret is within the compass of the distance; that will set its position. The eighth fret will be located so as to have the same spacing as from the fifth to the sixth frets.

Now if one wished to form an octave, or diapason, as though one were to set a fret, the string length should be divided in half; that point would form the consonance of an octave in a duplum proportion, indicated by the ratios 2:1 or 4:2: for other ratios the higher number is twice that of the lower one.

One could also describe other positions for frets if required and even half positions between the other frets. However, since the viol is normally used with seven or eight frets as with the lute, I did not want to describe positions for more than eight frets. As I said earlier, you must measure off the positions for the frets according to the procedure given above. When you have tuned the strings one by one, you will adjust the frets by moving them more or less, backward or forward, from the positions set by the compass, until your ear is satisfied, as I have said several times. In this connection, just as the eye has an important role in judging visible things,
no matter how well they are made, so the ear has its role in judging the acceptability of consonances, no matter how carefully they have been set according to the principles of proportions. This is borne out in the context of some of the problems that were discussed earlier.

So that you will understand my point more easily and more thoroughly, however, I shall give you the procedure by illustration, which will depict the positions of the eight frets of the viol with the corresponding compass settings. It will show the same procedure to be followed as has been already given in words. Within the compass spans are given the proportions in words, together with the corresponding numerical ratios. The same procedure is to be repeated with the other compass ranges to locate the positions of the frets, as you will see in the illustration. I should point out, however, that the large compass spans are there to show how to form the principal consonances and are given with the correct proportions, such as the sesquioctava which is the pitch corresponding to the second fret. The proportion of sesquitertia forms the consonance of a fourth, which is positioned in the fifth fret. The proportion of sesquialtera forms the consonance of the diapente or fifth, which is positioned at the seventh fret.

These are the principal proportions to be used in regulating this instrument. Indeed I might have said by means of a rule, that you would find the position of the proportion of sesquiquinta at the third fret, which forms the consonance of the semiditonus, that is the minor third. I could have given you also the position of the fourth fret in the proportion of sesquiquarta which forms the consonance of the ditonus or the major third. Since the nature of the instrument and other factors persuade me against setting fret positions beyond those given in these rules, I have left matters stay as they are and have said only what I set out to say.

Note that the small compass ranges are given to show how the fret is moved outside of the larger compass ranges and also how to adjust them within their thicknesses and in the middle of their thicknesses, and I have fixed black dots right in the middle. But you can see how they are set within and outside of the frets, as I said earlier in words and as is repeated in the following illustration.
Chapter V

METHOD OF ADJUSTING THE FRETS

I have just completed a discussion on the adjustment of frets in the correct manner; in this chapter, however, I shall continue the discussion in a somewhat different way. First, after you have strung the viol with good strings and have tuned them one by one on the open strings in the manner given in the Rubertina and after you have put on the frets in the manner given in the last chapter, you should test the intonation of the first string on the fifth fret. This should produce the consonance of a fourth over the open string, as was explained in the last chapter in words and in illustration, which shows the fifth fret as the position for the proportion of sesquiterria. I should point out, however, that you must first be certain that the open strings are perfectly in tune. I don't speak of the first string, because it is understood to be in tune and to be the string which provides the reference pitch for the other strings. In this connection, I should say that the first string should not be tuned to a pitch so low that the viol will not sound properly in tune. Nor should it be tuned so high that the thinner strings could not be brought up to pitch, as was discussed fully in the Rubertina.

You will need to verify the tuning of the open second string in the following way. You already know that the open second string is tuned a fourth higher than the first string. Hence, you should try to adjust the fifth fret of the first string. The proper adjustment of this fret is the right way to verify the tuning of the open second string. This is so since the first string at the fifth fret will have the same pitch as the open second string. This procedure will ensure excellent tuning, since any procedure followed in a logical way and with practicality will be more successful than one followed only with practicality or only in a logical fashion, especially in this case. Another way of putting this is to say that any logical procedure is more reliable when it is based upon much authority than one which is not. Therefore it is essential that you adjust the fret with the practical use of your hearing, the judgment of which will bring about excellent tuning of consonances. This is because of the combined effect of sound reasoning and practice — reasoning through the means of a compass and practice, through the judgment of one's ear. If we wanted to fix the position of the fifth fret with the open string — and I mean the open second string and the fifth fret of the first string — we would not be able to achieve correct tuning without the combination of skill and practice. The reason is that the open string is tuned solely by practice, which is the judgment of the ear, and this is why I tell you about it here. Therefore, you will have set and adjusted the fifth fret properly so that you are assured that the open second string is in tune, only after you have adjusted and realigned the fret back and forth until your ear is completely satisfied, and that is the point at which the fifth fret of the first string is in exact unison with the open second string, as I said earlier.

Just as it is easy to test the unison for accuracy, so is it a fact that the octave is easier to tune than any other consonance. It is for this reason that I wanted to discuss the procedure for doing this first, as an easy introduction to the basic regulation of the instrument. After having adjusted the fifth fret as a means of testing and regulating the tuning of the open second string, you will go to the seventh fret of this string, which makes the consonance of a fifth, formed from the proportion of sesquialtera. Again, you will use your ear to test the octave of the open first string with the seventh fret of the second string. Then you may have to move the fret more or less according to the judgment of your ear. I should point out that it is important to bow both strings and with the same stroke and pressure. In this way you will develop a procedure in which you can have confidence, using the judgment of your ear and sound reasoning in regulating the instrument. After adjusting the seventh fret, you should test the fifth fret of the second string against the open third string, which should have the same pitch. Having adjusted the pitch of the open third string in this way, you will need to test the second fret of the third string against the open first string, which is an octave lower. Again you will have to adjust the fret according to the requirements of your ear. You can also check the fret, aside from testing against the open first string, against the seventh fret of the second string, which also should be in unison with it.

Up to this point we have tuned, in a systematic way, the open second and third strings, as well as adjusted the second, fifth and seventh frets. We shall now proceed with the tuning of the fourth, fifth and sixth strings in the manner described above.

I would like to amplify the above procedure, however, with
an illustration, because lengthy discussions have the effect of creating a barrier to one's memory. Hence stopping the discussion at this point will help you to remember more accurately and will permit you to gain a better and easier understanding of the following illustration, which conforms with the foregoing discussion. I needn't go into the explanation of tablature, which will be used in the following illustration, since it was already discussed in the Rubertina. Here is the example.

Example

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\text{V} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\text{V} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\text{V} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\text{V} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\]

Chapter VI

METHOD OF TUNING THE FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH STRINGS AND THE FRETS

In the last chapter you were given instruction on adjusting the second, fifth and seventh frets and on tuning of the open second and third strings by means of the fifth fret of the first string through the open second string, and the fifth fret of the second string through the open third string. We shall proceed with the method of adjusting the fourth fret. Then we shall discuss all the rest according to the prescribed method.

In adjusting the fourth fret, you should check the tuning of the second fret of the first string against the fourth fret of the third string, which should be an octave apart. This is the proper procedure for adjusting the fourth fret more or less until the ear is satisfied. When you have adjusted the fourth fret, that fret will provide the means for testing whether the open fourth string is in tune, since the fourth fret of the third string should be in unison with the open fourth string. Having tuned the open fourth string and having adjusted the fourth fret, you should then check the fifth fret of the third string. Its pitch will provide the means of regulating the first fret of the fourth string, since it should be in tune with it, that is, in unison with it. After you have adjusted the first fret of the fourth string, it should be an octave over the third fret of the first string and will provide the basis for adjusting the third fret.

Having found its correct position, you will tune the open fifth string with the fifth fret of the fourth string, which should be in unison. When you have tuned the open fifth string, you will use it to regulate the sixth fret in the following way. You will adjust the tuning of the first fret of the fifth string, which has the same pitch as the sixth fret of the fourth string. Then on the basis of the requirements of your ear, you will set the sixth fret in the proper position.

You have yet to tune the eighth fret and the sixth string. In tuning the eighth fret you will do as follows. You will test the pitch of the eighth fret of the fourth string, which should be an octave over the open third string. Then the open third string will provide the means of regulating the eighth fret. Then you will check the pitch of the fifth fret of the fifth string. That will provide the means of tuning the open sixth string, which should be at the same pitch.

Having spoken about the tuning of the open string and about the adjustment of all eight frets, I shall give you an example for complete clarification. I must point out however, that the signs that you see over the number and which look like a semi-circle with a point inside, are intended to show that the tone is to be sustained until it satisfies the requirements of the ear.

Example

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\text{V} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\text{V} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\text{V} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\text{V} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\]

Note that when you have adjusted the frets and have tuned the strings in the manner described above and if you still have not succeeded in tuning as perfectly as you would like according to the judgment of your ear or in a manner which will permit the achievement of good consonances on the instrument itself or in consort, it could be because of lack of acuity in your own hearing. It could also happen because of the content of the music and the effect created by a fifth which is too narrow, as already mentioned before. In such cases you will need to make further adjustments by
moving the fret more or less until the ear is satisfied. In this way you will be able to work with the care required to achieve proper tuning through the adjustment of frets. In the following, I shall discuss the second topic on my mind.

Chapter VII

RULES OF TABLATURE FOR THE VIOL AND THE LUTE; RULES FOR FINGERING

I would like to point out, noble reader, that just as I have found very few rules governing lute tablature, I also have found even those deficient in showing how to use the fingers either for the right hand or the left hand, in a way that brings out the harmonies intended by the composer. For this reason, I have deliberated about a procedure which would be applicable both for the viol and for the lute. To this end I shall explain a procedure which is prompted by my best intentions and which I hope will meet your expectations.

In the first place, having given you some rules on tablature in the Rubertina, I see no purpose in discussing those points again, but I would like to touch on other aspects, as I had promised to do. For example, I have designated this sign:

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\textbf{C} \\
\textbf{C}
\end{array} \]

to indicate that the finger is to be held on the string until the full chord is sounded as written by the composer; this is necessary with the lute and every other instrument of that kind.

So is it also with the organ that one should take care to sustain the harmony or consonance designated by the composer, by holding the finger on the key so that the organ pipe produces the effect of sustaining the sound for the length of the note value in the composition. This sign will be placed above or below all the numbers in a plucked chord, just as with single notes. I believe this explanation clarifies sufficiently that the designated symbol indicates that the consonance or chord is to be sustained.

For the purpose of fingering of the left hand on the fingerboard, I have designated dots in a certain order to indicate which finger should be used corresponding to the number of the fret.

Under this system, when you see a dot above the line and just preceding the number in this way,

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\textbf{1} \\
\textbf{2} \\
\textbf{3} \\
\textbf{4}
\end{array} \]

it means that you should use the index finger. When you see the dot under the line in this way,

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\textbf{1} \\
\textbf{2} \\
\textbf{3} \\
\textbf{4}
\end{array} \]

it means you should use the middle finger. When you see the dot following the number in this way,

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\textbf{1} \\
\textbf{2} \\
\textbf{3} \\
\textbf{4}
\end{array} \]

it means you should use the ring finger. When it is placed below the line in this way

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\textbf{1} \\
\textbf{2} \\
\textbf{3} \\
\textbf{4}
\end{array} \]

it means you should use the little finger. Thus I have explained the symbol for sustaining the harmony of a chord with the fingers, and the system of dots which show which finger to use in playing consonances in the way expected by a good teacher. I shall clarify this discussion with the following examples.

Please note that what I intend is that the finger be held down on the string and that the finger move only when indicated. So that you may understand this better, I shall show in Chapter VIII, by use of this example, how to use the right hand on the body of the instrument.

Chapter VIII

METHOD OF USING THE HAND ON THE BODY OF THE INSTRUMENT

To begin with, every time that you see a dot below the number in this way,

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\textbf{1} \\
\textbf{2} \\
\textbf{3} \\
\textbf{4}
\end{array} \]

what is meant is that you pluck the string from above with the index finger, and that you should pull away from the viol in so
doing. In plucking from below, however, you draw near the viol with your arm. The point was already discussed in the Rubertina, if I remember correctly, and it also occurred in the rules with the first tablature that was ever written and still in use today. I can't resist adding a few words, however, in this section.

Although you probably understand the necessity for these rules, I would like to point out that they provide the ways and means for playing correctly: they are similar to the various symbols which are used to show how to pronounce letters, syllables, words and sentences. The rules of tablature under discussion also give precise procedures based upon instruction by capable teachers who have analyzed the technique of skilled players.

I shall now turn to our main topic. It was said that the point under a number, that is to say under just one number, is to be played with the index finger from above. When the point is shown above the number, however, in this way

\[ \underline{\text{2} \quad \text{3} \quad \text{4}} \]

it means that the middle finger is to be used to pluck the string from above. When you have a slash mark below like this,

\[ \underline{\text{2} \quad \text{3} \quad \text{4}} \]

it means that you use the ring finger to pluck the string, again from above. Since the little finger is the one which gives stability to the hand, I do not want to use it for plucking, since it already has its own work to do in assisting the other fingers. This is similar to the left hand, where the thumb is brought into use on the fingerboard to render stability to the hand and to the other fingers. Moreover, I have not designated its use for playing on the frets, since it already has enough to do, although at times it can be used on any fret of the bottom string. Except for a few such consonances, however, the hand can move about more freely on the frets when the thumb is not required to play on them. Likewise, the little finger of the right hand should be kept free. I needn't amplify with further examples.

I do want to fulfill my promise, however, to repeat the example illustrated above, by cautioning you about the fingers of the right hand as they are used on the body of the instrument. So that you will come to understand the necessity of such rules because of the benefits they provide in practice, I shall give you, as promised, an example as follows.

\[ \begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c} \hline 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\ \hline 0 & 4 & 0 & 2 & 0 & 2 & \hline 3 & 2 & 3 & 2 & 3 & 2 & \hline \end{array} \]

Note that in the beginning of the example you see the numbers five and six, which are to be played by the little finger. You should not be startled, however, by the thought that it will be too tiring. In every instance that I show this fingering, it is for the purpose of sharing the burden among all the fingers. I say this having found that a skilled performer finds this procedure beneficial to the results he achieves. Indeed I would be negligent if I were not to tell you about such things, because giving more work to one finger than to another, produces a performance of a novice rather than one of a skilled player. This is particularly noticeable in fast passages. So that you can understand my point better, I will say that you should not be startled every time you have to make a choice between two evils; you simply should take the lesser one.

If you put into consideration which is the greater of these two evils, the one which disrupts or does not maintain the harmonic line conceived by the composer or the one which may tax one finger more than one would do otherwise, I say that the lesser evil is to tax the finger to the maximum in the way shown above, rather than to give up its part in producing harmonies, because the extent of tiring the finger in this case, is moderate.

If we were talking about playing cromes or semi-cromes, however, it might be better to let harmony give way to the fingers, which might suffer because of the speed of the passage. Otherwise, it might sound like the playing of a novice rather than of a skilled player. If we were talking about semi-minims, on the other hand, it also would apply here that the lesser evil, in comparison with the disruption of harmony, is the one which brings the strain on the fingers to a point which is still tolerable, by requiring patient practice by the player because of his respect for the composition. Good judgment requires that the harmony be maintained within limits, whether it be by patient practice of fingering to achieve.
the effect or by the practice of diminutions. The player must exercise diligence, however, by seeing to it that the harmonies are in fact heard even though the diminutions, which are done only to ornament the composition, as one would expect from skilled instrumental and vocal artists. It is for such reasons that it is important for you to be enlightened on the many factors which should be considered in playing these instruments, and the various caveats which should be recognized.

Now I shall give you some rules for the right hand, with respect to plucking and playing chords. As an expression of my good intentions, I plan to give detailed instruction on the use of the fingers in plucking, because this is a necessary function in playing the instrument. As is well known, there are three problems involved in the use of the right hand on the body of the instrument. These are plucking, pulling or activating the string with the thumb from below, and then playing all voices at one time. The following contains the facts that should be learned to follow the demands imposed on us by the instrument.

Chapter IX

THE WAY TO USE THE FINGERS IN PLUCKING

You should take note that, whenever you see a double note or consonance of two notes to be plucked and if the lower number has a point underneath it, it signifies that you are to pluck with the thumb and the middle finger. Whenever you see a slash with a single number, as I said earlier, it is to be plucked with the same finger, that is the ring finger. The dot and sign indicate plucking of a double note, but if you see neither the dot nor the sign, it means that you should play in the manner customarily used in tablature. If the consonance or plucking were for three notes and if the number within the outer notes has a dot underneath, that point requires you to use the index finger in plucking. If there is a dot over the number, it means to use the middle finger. Note, however, that if there are no dots or other signs, it means, as I repeated above, that you should use the fingers which are currently designated in the rules of tablature.

Since I have learned on several occasions that examples are understood much better than words, I shall give you the best example that can be put into illustration, rather than word examples, which I prefer to avoid. The following example shows, first, the consonance with neither a dot nor a sign, as is found in customary usage. Then will follow consonances with dots and signs, as just described, to show the proper fingers to use in plucking.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
3 & 3 & 3 & 3 & 3 & 3 \\
\hline
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
\hline
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\]

So that you will understand better the reasons for this instruction, I shall give you an example containing the plucking symbols, for you to follow in playing consonances. Then there will be some vie or passaggi, and the results you achieve will assure you of the necessity of following this method. An example will be given, but first you will have the usual version without the special symbols and then, the edited version.

Chapter X

RECAPITULATION OF THE RULES GOVERNING THE EXAMPLES

Unedited                                      Edited

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
6 & 3 & A & 3 & 3 & 3 \\
\hline
1 & 3 & 1 & 3 & 1 & 1 \\
\hline
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\]

You experienced readers will see, at the beginning of the last example in the last chapter, that playing a discorso in the usual manner, without special symbols, the effect is impaired because of overtiring the index finger. Since it is a fact that no tablature contains symbols to indicate changes in the fingers used in plucking strings, everyone or, at least most people would pluck the notes at the beginning of the example with the thumb and index finger, and do the same in the second part, at the end of the discorso. If it were a discorso of croones, however, and if you were to proceed in a lively
tempo, you would not be able to achieve a brisk and clean result. Moreover, if it were a passage of semi-minims, it would be faulty because, if you did not play as I indicated with plucking symbols in the repeat of the discorso, you would come to achieve the same effect as a person, who wishing to do a job or doing it, would finish his task in a way which showed the lack of an essential element. You will not find yourself lacking if you understand that what you undertake will be done poorly, or at least not with the perfection you may have in mind, if there are some things lacking in your work. You can understand the analogy in the example cited above. As proof that the method of plucking according to my method is the correct one, I say that if you pluck in the usual manner, that is, with the thumb and index fingers, even though you could in fact play with the thumb and middle fingers, you will produce the effect of a person who works with doubtful intentions and has no motivation to do otherwise. But if you practice plucking with the thumb and middle fingers as was shown, you will achieve results similar to that of the master craftsman who does not work with doubtful purposes, having neglected to do an important part of his work. You will not fail if you see that your fingers are there in preparation for their work, like tools necessary to do a job. You must use your fingers in a comfortable position, however, in achieving your purpose. But if you do not operate on the basis of the example, that is, with attention to the designated fingering, you will be doing something like the person who ignores the things that are necessary to his task, since by such neglect he works with doubtful purposes and will have no objective, as I said before. Therefore, you should show diligence in this matter by discovering that if the fingers are ready and at your immediate disposal in playing, that they will adapt themselves to the task at hand.

I remind you also to share the work load among the fingers, which is the premise behind the example. Your playing will be impaired if, indeed, you see that you are not plucking in the prescribed manner and that you are overtiring the index finger, by playing two cromes while plucking with the fingers twice from above. This comes from playing without the designated fingering, as people have done in the past, instead of sharing the work among the fingers.

I could tell you many things on this subject, but since I have a great deal of faith in your intelligence, I am sure that much has been captured with little, which is to say that a word to the wise is sufficient. Thus I bring this discussion to an end. I shall proceed with my promise of giving a recapitulation of all the signs and dots relating to viol and lute tablature.

First, there is the sign designated to show the sustaining of a sound, which is

The dot designated for the index finger of the left hand is this:

The dot designated for the middle finger is this:

The dot designated for the ring finger is this:

and the dot designated for the little finger is underneath the line and follows the number in this way:

These are the dots which designate, therefore, the fingers of the left hand and the sign to indicate that the finger should be held down to sustain the harmony designated by the composer or the musician.

I still want to repeat, however, that whenever the number one has no dot, it is meant to be played by the index finger, the number two by the middle finger, the number three by the ring finger and the number four by the little finger, as was said earlier. The following will be a recapitulation of the rules governing the use of the fingers of the right hand on the body of the instrument.

Chapter X (sic)

RECAPITULATION OF THE DOTS AND SIGNS DESIGNATED FOR THE RIGHT HAND

First, I repeat the rule that the point under a single number in this way

indicates the use of the index finger in plucking the string from above, as the hand and arm are pulled away from the viol. When the point is above the number in this way
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it is to be plucked with the middle finger from above, as is natural, and the thumb from below. Then the slash mark under the number in this way

\[
\frac{2}{3}
\]

indicates the use of the ring finger. These are the signs and dots which indicate the use of the right hand in plucking the string from above. What follows are the dots and signs indicated just for the fingers of the right hand in plucking consonances, as I have promised you several times, and I hope it will fulfill everyone's expectations.

Chapter XII

RECAPITULATION OF THE DOTS AND SIGNS DESIGNATED FOR PLUCKING WITH THE RIGHT HAND

\[
\begin{array}{c}
0 \ 0 \\
1 \ 3 \\
2 \ 6 \\
3 \ 9 \\
\end{array}
\]

Note that the dot under the lower number in the manner shown in the example, is to be played with the thumb and middle fingers. Whenever you see a slash mark just under a lower number

\[
\begin{array}{c}
0 \ 0 \\
1 \ 3 \\
2 \ 6 \\
3 \ 9 \\
\end{array}
\]

in this manner, then it is to remind you to pluck with the thumb and ring fingers. Then there is the rule for plucking of consonances of three notes. Within the outside numbers, the dot under the number in this manner is to be played with the index finger, and if the dot is placed above the number in the way which you can see in the following example, that means that it is intended as an example of the symbols designated to accommodate the right hand. It should be played with the middle finger, as you can understand and see from the example. So that you come to understand better the reasoning behind this system, you should try an example which requires a single plucked note, together with and followed by a chord or several voices, which will show the purpose of the example. I would like to add some more instruction aside from this summary. What is reiterated in this chapter is that the dot under

\[
\begin{array}{c}
0 \ 0 \\
1 \ 3 \\
2 \ 6 \\
3 \ 9 \\
\end{array}
\]

the lower number is to be played with the ring finger. For the plucked three-note chord, the dot under the number between the two outer numbers is to be played with the index finger; if the dot is above the number, that number is to be played with the middle finger.

Let us proceed with further instruction as I promised, but you should understand that when the plucked note has neither dot nor other sign, it is intended to be played in the usual way. I wished to put symbols on all the numbers, so as to facilitate your practice according to the system described earlier. The rest of what I had promised to cover follows.

Chapter XIII

INSTRUCTION ON THE MOVEMENT OF THE FINGERS

When you see a slash mark next to the number in the follow-
ing way, it means that you should raise the finger so as to play the

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\hat{2} \\
\hat{3} \\
\hat{4} \\
\end{array} \]

other voices or plucked notes as you wish. This is because if you
keep the finger down and then play the other notes, you may pro-
duce a dissonance. So that you understand this point better, I shall
illustrate with a small discorso.

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\hat{3} \\
\hat{4} \\
\hat{5} \\
\end{array} \]

This example should convince you of the necessity and val-
ue of my instruction. If you keep the finger down on the fret cor-
responding to the number between the two outer notes, namely
number three, and if then, you want to play the open second string,
which is seen in the example, you will get a dissonance rather
than a consonance, because you would sound a second. You might say
that it may be permissible according to the rules of counterpoint,
which provide that if there are four semi-minims, the first and
third must be consonant, whereas the second and fourth may be
discordant or dissonant. That is true, but the concept behind my
teaching is to have you recognize which voice is moving, and
which may be moving with diminutions. That is comprehended in
this example, which indicates that in moving the finger from the
third fret immediately after plucking, the result is a discorso con-
sisting of the notes: sol-la-fa-sol-la. Because there is a special sign
to remind you to hold the finger down so as to sustain the sound
of a chord, I want at the same time that it should not be made to
sound like an error due to that sign, and therefore I remind you to
move the finger where it is necessary. I shall say no more about
this since I've already said enough.

You should still remember, however, the purpose of the sign,
which is to indicate the raising of the finger and which is designated
with a slash mark before or after the number. Since there is never
a rule without an exception, that is without a counterpart in re-
verse, we have here a rule for holding down the finger and the con-
trasting rule to raise or move the finger. The following chapter
contains more instruction on this subject.

Chapter XIII

INSTRUCTION ON THE USE OF THE THUMB
AND STRUMMING WITH THE RIGHT HAND

Since these instruments require finger technique, one should
look into how to use the fingers of the right hand. I find that there
is still much need to develop rules for the use of the thumb. We
can assume that it is natural to pluck the string with the thumb from
below and with the other fingers from above. I find, however, that
sometimes it is not beyond consideration to pluck the string with the
thumb from above and also to pluck several strings from below,
which is to strum a chord; as I said before, this is one of the three
effects that require the use of the right hand on the body of the
instrument. This does not apply unless one can make use of the
other fingers in sharing the effort. Also, with respect to the differ-
ent effects produced between plucking and strumming, it can be
understood better by the difference in the sound of a
chord in plucking, in comparison with strumming. Moreover, it
may be necessary to achieve an easy affect. In this connection, a
dot is introduced as a symbol to designate strumming of a chord,
that is plucking from below all the strings with the thumb.
Furthermore, there is also plucking of a note with the thumb from
above in such a manner that every time you see a point above that
upper note, in the way shown here, all the numbers in the chord
are plucked with the thumb by pulling all the strings from below.

When you want to sound the chord at one time by plucking and
strumming, so as to accommodate the fingers comfortably, it is
designated with a dot and sign under the lower number, which
was discussed earlier in the rules for plucking. Also, if you should
see a dot placed by the lower number in the way shown, such a
chord should be played with the thumb activating the string from
below, except that the string, or lower number, should be played
by the usual finger.
This can be recognized by the dot and sign below it, as you can see readily in the example given. Whenever the chord contains four notes and if you want to play the chord with the thumb strumming two strings from below in order to play comfortably, and by plucking the two lower strings by the two fingers designated by the dot and sign, which are in this example, then you should play the chord with the thumb on the two upper strings and sound the two lower strings with the ring and middle fingers; this is readily evident from the example. The fingering given is necessary in order to accommodate the index finger, so as to execute the passaggio comfortably through the sharing of the burden of playing among the fingers. I would like to point out, however, that when a four-note chord does not have a dot with the inner numbers, but only on the upper and lower ones, then the upper three numbers should be played with the thumb and the lower number with the finger depicted with a dot or sign. The following contains a passaggio to be plucked so that you will understand the purpose with specific examples. Note, distinguished reader, that many things have been neglected in playing these instruments because of a lack of understanding about how to play comfortably. If one knew the way to play in an easy manner, then one would have the incentive to practice more. If that does not happen, it is because of neglect in accepting advice about uncovering the mysteries of playing so as to do so comfortably, which is the subject at hand. In any event, don’t be dismayed by this discussion; indeed, I expect to discuss other ways and means to achieve facility on and get good results from these instruments. In the following chapter I would like to speak on the subject of plucking the string from above in certain instances. There is nothing wrong about looking into a number of aspects of playing, since the guidance which comes from it will bring things to light which one otherwise might learn only by chance. The following will provide some insights on plucking the string with the thumb from above.

Chapter XIII (sic)

DISCUSSION ON WORKING THE STRING WITH THE THUMB FROM ABOVE

I might be lacking in the knowledge demanded by the subject, as my learned readers may believe, but even if it is so, there has been no lack in my dedication or in my purpose. I hope that my readers likewise will be dedicated and that hopefully, through their generosity and kindness, they will appreciate the sincerity of my purpose. I can say also that through your appreciation you will become better acquainted with the results you can expect to achieve by applying yourself with as much effort as I have expended in developing the subject. If you do this, not only will you be doing me a favor, but also honoring me in utilizing the creation of my daily labors. Such favor on your part will justify also all the objectives which I felt should be fulfilled in this and other efforts of mine and which I wanted to fulfill as much for my own benefit as for service to you, gentle reader. Now I shall continue with the additional material I promised earlier.

Note that a slash mark placed above the number is a sign that the note should be played with the thumb from above, indicated as follows:

So that you may understand the context better, I shall give you an example in which this is illustrated.
ricercari for practice on the viol and not on the lute, since this
treatise was intended primarily for the needs of the viol player.

Following these ricercari there will be a madrigal given as an
example of playing two parts on the viol and singing the third
part. Then you will be given a little something for the lute, as an
example of playing from tablature according to the rules given
earlier. The purpose of the instruction will be understood through
the actual results produced by following the rules.

If you are not able to do all these examples, you can always
put them aside to practice at your leisure. The rest of what I pro-
posed to present then will follow. Note that before giving you the
ricercari, I would like to talk about the way to use the bow.

Chapter XV

DISCUSSION OF RULES FOR BOWING

I have already given you rules for playing the lute with the
right hand, in which plucking the string from above is depicted
by a dot and sign, whereas playing the string from below is de-
picted by neither a dot nor a sign by the number. By the same
token, bowing strokes are indicated in the following manner: when-
ever you see associated with numbers for a chord, a dot under the
lower number in this fashion,

you always take the bow stroke from above and in such a way as
to pull away from the viol with the arm. If the number or numbers
have no dot whatever, that means the chord should be played from below in such a way that you bring yourself nearer the viol with your arm. In such cases, only the numbers are given for the chords. Whenever there is a dot underneath, either in a chord or in single notes, it is intended to indicate pulling the bow away from the viol with the arm, but without raising the bow from the viol. In drawing the bow, however, you must use a bit of pressure at the time you play the second number, using a little movement to help you connect from one number to the other. You should do the same even when there is no dot at all, in which case, as said above, you bow from below, while approaching the viol with the arm and the bow, always pushing at the right time for the second number, or going from number to number. This is necessary to articulate each beat, and is to be done at the beginning of a push bow in doing groppetti and discorsi. The reason for this is that all the beginnings must be good in order to produce a good follow-through. This was discussed in the Rubertina, and I refer you to it.

I should like to point out that, in doing tirate or groppetti, you should proceed in the manner discussed, but playing the first stroke or voice with a push bow at the beginning of a groppo or passaggio in extended or highly ornamented passages. I also give you examples which have been worked out as in improvisation. I won't say any more about this, except that you must remember to be patient in your learning, as well as to have devotion to the task as confirmation of that patience, because it would be sad not to be able to do some passages as you would hope to do them. You also ought to know that, for sure, whatever nature provided in years past still exists in the present. Whatever worked in the minds of people in those days, still works today. I don't want to theorize more in this chapter, as it is always easy to get on to new topics of interest. I shall end by saying and doing in the next chapter what I set out to do, that is to present some ricercari for the viol and the madrigal.

I should point out to the reader that in the following madrigal for viol, the treble voice begins on a note which is the same pitch as the third fret of the fifth string. Also note that in the third measure, the first and second numbers are in the tempo of a minim and that the third number is to be played in the tempo of a semibreve. This reminder is necessary because of some errors which were noted only after this volume went to press.
Chapter XVI

INVESTIGATION INTO THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE VIOL
AND THE WAY TO BRING THEM OUT

Since there are other aspects about viol playing which I think
merit elaboration, I should like to assume that these two ricercari
are sufficient, as much for exposure to the ricercari style on this
instrument, as for experience in adjusting frets and tuning strings.
What is to be demonstrated in the following example is a madrigal,
to be played on the viol and sung at the same time. Since there are
still today two qualified experts on this style of performance, the
one being Mr. Juliano Tiburtino and the other Mr. Lodovico
Lasagnino Fiorentino, I decided to attempt this style of perfor-
mane myself. Furthermore, my discussion will take into account
the considerations which those learned men are concerned with.
I hope to shed light on the differences between this and the usual
kind of playing and that you will be able to acquire some skill in
it.

I am sure you will not be lacking in the freedom of spirit
which is needed to venture into this performance practice and
which reflects the true wisdom of a wise man. I can say that if
this madrigal does not appear to lend itself to a performance which
reflects exactly what the composer intended, it is not the com-
position which is at fault, because the instrument used in executing
the piece is not the natural one, as would be the lute. With a lute,
one can strum or pluck the strings for the part that is figured
against the steady melodic line, in a way that the viol cannot be
played because it is bowed, although it is true that in playing it
in the manner of a seven string lyra, it can imitate the lute style.
There is, however, a difference between something natural and
something contrived. With a bow, moreover, you will not be able to
do two different voices, since the bow is occupied with the strings
all at one time. If you wish to play two part harmonies with chords
and to sing the third part, you will have to play three or four
strings at once, so that the chords do three parts. In this case, how-
ever, doing what is not in the nature of the instrument will pro-
duce results which are deficient. At times you will play more than
what is in the composition. Also, those strings which may be added
to a chord may be repeating the harmony of the part which is
sung. Furthermore, the relative quality of the instrument is not
particularly important, because any instrument of a certain kind
may be better in certain respects than any instrument of a different
kind. If you wished to produce an effect suggesting they were both
of one kind, for example, if you were to compare a trumpet with
a lute, the lute in this case would be the more expressive instru-
ment, but each one produces certain effects better than the other.
This is borne out as follows.

The trumpet is extremely effective in playing music for the
inspiration of soldiers under arms or in battles, whereas the lute
is not. If one tried to do it with the lute, the effect would be con-
trived and unsuccessfully imitative. Similarly, if the viol were
used to imitate the lute and proved deficient, it would not be
surprising. In order to make my point somewhat clearer, I can
say that if you wished to play a piece which is in four or five parts
while singing the fifth, you would need to use a longer bow than
is customarily used. This is because the hairs on a longer bow
would be less stretched, allowing one to draw the bow with less
pressure on the strings while playing a chord. Then you could use
the fingers to stretch the hairs when playing fewer strings or a
single string. Moreover, the curvature of the fingerboard should
not be too steep, nor that of the nut and the bridge, so that one
can bow the chords more easily.

I will tell you, however, that if you play the instrument in the
way I have described, it will be comfortable even on an ordinary
 viol, without having to change the bow or the bridge, because
with only a little practice you can get to sing one part and play
the other two. Such performance practice is acceptable for the
legitimate reasons given earlier, and is illustrated in the following
example of a madrigal. I say “example” in that you follow the
practices of the experts in doing the parts according to the in-
structions I have given. I say also that there will be no objection
if you have to let some things go, or if you do more than what
is in the composition, since you will need to make such modify-
ations to accommodate the characteristics of the instrument. It is
important, however, not to add or subtract in the vocal part from
what the composer has written. This does not mean, however,
that you should not add judicious ornamentation.

You know of course that the viol is not in its natural milieu
Chapter XVII

DISCUSSION OF SHIFTS IN HAND POSITIONS AND IN STRINGS

I have fulfilled my obligation to show how to play two parts and sing the third. Now I shall proceed with the rest of what I set out to do, namely to give some ricercari for one voice. Then I shall give some instruction and hints on many things bearing on the effects one can achieve if one has sufficient knowledge of the subject. First, you should know that an accomplished player on this instrument gains his accomplishment from four capabilities. Of these, two are characterized as mastery and two, as expertise. The principal mastery is the knowledge of all consonances and specie. The expertise counterpart is playing something which is exactly as composed. The third capability is mastery of counterpoint; the fourth is expertise, given the counterpoint, in doing diminutions as they serve to embellish the composition. As a player or a singer, you can avail yourself of instructions of various authors on the knowledge of specie and consonances in singing, which you can use also for playing, along with the logic and rules of counterpoint which dictate how to do the diminutions.

You already have the theory and practice of diminutions in the Fontegara, but there are no rules relating to the techniques for doing diminutions on this instrument, that you might use for doing a variety of diminutions properly. Since this is highly important for the viol as well as for the lute, I want to say that you will get some instructions and hints about it in this work. For your better understanding of the subject, kind readers, I can say that of all the theories that can be learned in music, the most essential for the player is the theory of diminutions, as I have said before. Equally important is the knowledge of specie and the theory of counterpoint. If you have not learned these through instruction in performing diminutions on the viol, with the degree of facility which produces an effect with no apparent effort, as one might expect from a teacher rather than from a student, you will derive no pleasure from your knowledge. This means that your knowledge of how to get around the fingerboard of this instrument to achieve the results that are possible to achieve, is as important as your learning the theory and rules for playing diminutions, the theory of counterpoint, the various tunings and a knowledge of specie. For this reason, I abandon lengthy discussion on matters that could be discussed and proceed instead with the instruction I set out to give. So as to be as brief as possible, I shall discuss the rules for the proper method of doing diminutions by the player, the reasons for shifts in hand positions on the frets and string changes with the bow; examples will be given as well.

The first example will be to show the importance of rules established in the past on the dots placed next to the number above and below the line preceding, as well as the line following the number. Other symbols will be shown for use on the viol, for training in execution of music exactly as would be executed by an expert performer, without special string or position changes in doing passaggi.

Following this will be the second illustrated example, wherein shifts in hand positions are depicted by dots next to the numbers, but no shifts in strings. The third example will deal with shifts in strings and hand positions. The fourth, fifth and sixth examples will focus on the ability to use the fingerboard in various manners and means with the same passaggio, as well as instruction on the dots and shifts in strings and hand positions. I hope that this short discussion will suffice to introduce the many things that could be discussed in greater detail but, as I said again in the previous discussion, I content myself to launch the beginning of various subjects, because otherwise I would run out of space to discuss the intermediate and advanced aspects of the technique required to play this instrument. So that the rationale behind my treatise is understood, however, I should like to give you an example in words.

You know that it is necessary to make shifts in singing voices and in the pitches of the notes in rising and falling passages, whether the notes go below c or above a. It is neither more nor less important to shift hand positions and strings, as mentioned earlier. As evidence of this truth, you know that we have four fingers with which to finger the frets, but of these four, only three are always used in ascending or descending passages, beginning with the open string and up to the little finger. If you wish to rise two or three frets higher, then you must shift positions, just as though you wished to sing two or three notes higher than a. The same applies in a descending passage.
I believe that this is all that needs to be discussed to justify the necessity of shifting. Hence, I shall not discuss this further, but will follow with the examples I have promised. The first will be without any special signs, to show the necessity for special rules and symbols. Then will follow other examples, with symbols, as will be given according to the verbal instruction.

First example, to show the necessity of using dots to show where to change the hand position.

*Discorso* without symbols

Second example, with symbols, to justify the need for the system of dots to show changes in hand positions.

Third example pertaining to the system of dots which show shifts in hand positions and changes in strings, as well as the bowings which are indicated by the dots under the numbers.

Fourth example with symbols, showing changes in strings and shifts in hand positions and frets, together with bowings.

Fifth example of a change in strings and in frets, together with fingerings and bowings.

Sixth example, various shifts in frets and changes of strings, together with fingerings and bowings.

*Chapter XVIII*

INSTRUCTION TO OVERCOME CONFUSION IN READING AND IN OTHER MATTERS

Some remedy for confusion is essential for any matter, particularly if it is a question of an impediment to hearing, taste, touch, smell or sight. With reference to the subject at hand, I did want to say something about confusion of the eye in interpreting the many dots and signs around the numbers. This is particularly important when doing diminutions in ascending note sequences going beyond.
the frets, especially when two-digit numbers are required, that is, the numbers ten and higher. For that purpose, I have designated dots and lines in the following system.

Every time you see the number ten in the form of a Roman numeral \( \text{X} \), and it has a dot above it like this, \( \text{X} \), you should interpret this as eleven. Whenever you have a dot below it in this manner, \( \text{X} \), it means the number twelve. Whenever you have a dash in this form, \( \text{X} \), that is always taken as number thirteen. Whenever you have it underneath in this manner, \( \text{X} \), it is interpreted as number fourteen. Whenever you have both dash marks as follows, \( \text{X} \), it is interpreted as number fifteen. Since there are sufficient symbols for the numbers used on this instrument, no further discussion is necessary, but I will talk about the dots, as I promised before.

Just as one gets to know the names of the sounds or notes and chords by means of spaces and lines, so can one get to know the meaning of the numbers on the lines, which in this case stand for the strings of the instrument. Thus if we were to take the note do to be on the line, the space following will be the location of the note mi. If the second space represents the note fa, then the second line represents the note sol, and the third space, following an ascending sequence, will represent the note la. If you go past the third space by two notes, a change occurs.

Similarly, it is neither more nor less important to consider the question of dots next to the numbers on the lines. They shall be given in such a way that if you should see two or three numbers on a line and if the first number were, say, five, and the following number were six, followed by an eight, and if the first number were played with the index finger, then even if there were no dots shown for the second and third numbers, it should be understood that they are always played as though there had been dots. I shall give you an example of this, starting first with dots on all numbers and then, with a dot only on the first number. Example:

\[
\text{\textit{5.6.8}}
\]

\[
\text{\textit{5-6-8}}
\]

If it were a discorso, just as one would interpret notation for a vocal line on lines and spaces, likewise one would understand the placement of the fingers in numbered tablature. Thus, if the number five were played with the index finger, followed by a six, it should be interpreted that the second note is to be played by the middle finger, even if there were no dot given to specify the finger. Furthermore, if the first number were a five, followed by a seven, the second number is understood to be played with the ring finger, even if the usual dot were not shown. Likewise, going from one finger to the next, for example from the number seven, played by the ring finger, to the number eight which had no dot shown, it would be assumed to be played by the little finger.

If, on the other hand, the number went beyond the range of the hand position being used, for example going from seven to nine, you would then need to change the hand position or the string, if you were reading from staff notation in vocal music. If you were required to go beyond the note la by two or three notes, and if the note you had just played was with the little finger, then it is always sufficient to have a dot only with the first number, provided that no shift in hand position is intended.

If the first number is played with the middle finger, the second number will be played by the ring finger, provided the increment is only by one fret. If the increment is by two numbers, then the second would be played by the little finger. When there is still another increment, it will require a change either in hand position or in the string played, whichever is appropriate. The converse applies in descending numbers, using the same system.

I don't want to say any more about the role of dots with numbers in designating finger positions on the frets. I shall discuss, however, the rules for dots used to indicate the direction of the bow and those used in connection with the lute. You should understand the meaning of the dots in indicating the direction of the bow. At the beginning of a groppo or discorso, as I explained to you earlier, always begin in the direction of a push bow, such that you approach the viol with the hand and arm, whereas in a pull bow, you pull away from the viol. But you also must be careful that if a discorso or groppo consists of cromes, the first stroke or note would be on a push bow and the second on a pull bow, if a dot is shown with the second note to indicate the direction of the bow. Like-
wise, one proceeds with the rules which apply to the lute. I believe this will suffice without adding dots to the other numbers in the note sequence of a groppo or discorsa, because if it were a passaggio with diminutions, you know very well that there is no way that you can bow twice in sequence in the same direction, especially at a fast tempo. This brings us to the end of the discussion on this subject.

I shall proceed with an example similar to the four illustrative examples of a passaggio that had been given earlier, with the system of signs including dots adjacent to the numbers for fingering, dots for bow directions, and the symbols for fret positions of ten and higher. The following example is given to show you the true value of the indoctrination given earlier.

![Example notation]

I have not omitted putting dots next to each number in this example, to ensure your complete understanding of the principles and to allow you to practice easily. After practicing this, you will be able to do without the dots on every number. I did wish, however, to discuss this a little, so as not to have failed in the promise I had given, nor in the objective I had in mind, as I have reiterated many times. I have no doubt that you will find that the subject of the dots has been dealt with satisfactorily, as has been the discussion of the fingerboard, the rules for bowing, shifts of hand positions and changes of strings. One of the various things discussed was the jump in the third and fourth examples, which required moving from the open sixth string to the seventh fret of the fifth string. Also included was the movement of the hand from the beginning of the fingerboard to its end, that is, to the seventh fret. That shift cannot be late in execution, because in playing, you must judge the interval of time over which the sound of the open string is sustained. Then the dots one might ascribe to the numbers at the end of the third example could be understood just from the numbers three and two, without adjacent dots, in that the usual dots are to be assumed, namely the customary dot for three for the ring finger and the one for two, for the middle finger.

As you have been advised on several occasions, whenever you see no dot whatever with numbers one through four, these numbers are to be played by the fingers designated from their natural positions on the frets. Then in the fourth, fifth and sixth examples, you have exercises for playing on the frets of the fingerboard. Also from the third to the sixth examples, there are included the rules for bow directions, by means of the dots placed under the numbers for pull bows, whereby you draw your arm away from the viol, as I have mentioned many times. We shall proceed now at a rather quick pace to cover some other subjects which are highly pertinent for this instrument.

Chapter XVIII

DISCUSSION OF TECHNIQUES FOR PLAYING DIMINUTIONS COMFORTABLY

Let us consider a groppo which is played at the conclusion of a cadence ending on an open string, on the first fret and on the second fret. In such cadences, it is necessary to take measures to facilitate the action of the bow; the choices are to stay in the same position, shift to a different position or change strings. What you need to do is to change from position to position, using the string as a bridge, that is to say, going from the open sixth string to the fifth fret of the fifth string, similarly from the open fifth string to the fifth fret of the fourth string, or from the fifth fret of the first string to the open second string, from the fifth fret of the second string to the open third string and from the fourth fret of the third string to the open fourth string, since it will be in unison with the open string just as the fifth frets of the other strings are in unison with the next higher string.

The first fret of the sixth string would have its counterpart in the sixth fret of the fifth string, the first fret of the fifth string with the sixth fret of the fourth string, the sixth fret of the first string with the first fret of the second string, the same with the third string and the first fret of the fourth string, and the fifth fret of the third string with the first fret of the fourth string.

Then, the harmonic link of the second fret, speaking now only of the sixth string, will be the seventh fret of the fifth string, the second fret of the fifth string with the seventh fret of the
fourth string. The same applies to the seventh fret of the first string, which is in unison with the second fret of the second string, the seventh fret of the second string with the second fret of the third string, and the sixth fret of the third string with the second fret of the fourth string.

So that you may comprehend this procedure and the necessity for it, I can say only that if you wish to play a *discorso* without using the links just given, you could not manage the bow at a sufficiently fast pace nor with the facility which would be expected from an experienced player, rather than from a novice, as I have said before on several occasions.

To expedite your learning, I shall give you a procedure which you must follow in doing a diminution or *passaggio*, such that at the speed required, you will avoid going back and forth from one string to the other for more than half a time, or at most one time. You will understand this better from the example which will be given. First it appears in the faulty manner of execution, which I criticized earlier; then there will be an example in the correct manner, using one change of strings as shown below. Do note that the first part is given to get you to recognize, at this time, the faultiness of going back and forth several times from one string to the other. Then will follow the *groppi* played in just one position.

### First Example

![Guitar Fretboard Diagram]

Note that of all the instruction that has been given, this one is particularly useful in showing the technique necessary to execute a passage like an experienced master. It is just like this with the craftsmanship that goes into making this instrument. Any time that the craftsman does not have the foresight to have the appropriate tools at hand in doing his work, say for example, if it were the frame, the results of the finished frame would always be less in quality than if he had had the right tools or know-how. To clarify matters, I give you another example. Every kind of material gets its form from the impression which is made upon it. It can be said also in another example. Men sometimes create forms from which impressions can be made. Whether these forms are created with tools or simply require talent, the work is still done in a well thought out manner. If the talent is not applied in a disciplined fashion, however, the results always will be deficient. With respect to the topic at hand, you will have received sufficient discipline through the useful exercises given. Having given you these exercises, I shall proceed now to discuss other pertinent matters, but I shall do so briefly. The following will be further illustrative examples, which I promised to give you earlier. You will agree, hopefully, that I could not have exercised greater care in instructing you, than if you were my very own brother.

### Second Example

Awkward | Comfortable with edited fingering
---|---
![Guitar Fretboard Diagram]

### Third Example

Comfortable with edited fingering | Awkward | Comfortable with edited fingering
---|---

---

Chapter XX

**EASY METHOD OF SHORTENING THE EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF THE FINGERBOARD**

There is no question, dear reader, that my mind is often absorbed with the desire to eschew lengthy descriptions of technique. Because I do want you to feel comfortable on the instrument, and since I have respect for your intelligence, I do feel it important to give you some token instruction. I mean that I could discuss and explain the many things that one could talk about and do, and of course, I have said that before. But so that you will not fall short of receiving the instruction you need to achieve the results of an ex-
pert performer, I think it is highly appropriate to show you how to play with or without diminutions beyond the frets; that is, on the body of the lute and the viol up to the very end of the fingerboard. Among the most expert players of this instrument, that is to say, the viol, I have seen a Mr. Alfonso da Farara and a Mr. Ionabattista Cicilian do anything one can possibly do on the instrument — the same with a Mr. Francesco da Milano and a Mr. Rubertino Mantoano. Of course, there are not only these four men famed for their proficiency on these instruments, although they are surely worthy of the greatest praise. Indeed, I have seen them play these instruments beyond the frets with such agility and fine execution that made it seem as though there were frets all the way up the fingerboard. I want to do my best, therefore, to tell you about the secrets you need to know about to do what they do. First, I can say that from one finger to the next or from one fret to the next, there is an interval of one semi-tone. From the span of the index finger to the ring finger, I mean from the first fret to the third, which are the frets for which these fingers are designated, or from the second to the fourth, which is also a span of just two frets, one produces an interval of a whole tone. However, whenever you have to go beyond the frets for any diminutions, you will have to follow the same procedure, knowing always the positions of each semi-tone and whole tone. This is because if you proceed according to the rules of fingering, it will get you to the right positions as though there were frets, that is to say, going from one fret to the other by a semi-tone, or by the span or movement of two fingers for a whole tone. This is the general procedure you must follow. In so doing, you should be convinced that what is right for the very beginning of some thing or some procedure, is also right for the middle of it, and what is right for the middle is also right for the end. An analogy is a well-proportioned foundation of a building, in which the middle conforms to the foundation and the top conforms to the middle. It is also well known in the sciences, that the initial premises of a proposition must lead you to the middle and finally to the end. I can cite also the scholar who, in his estimation of the value of a work, draws his conclusion by discussing how good a foundation is set by the beginning. In making his judgment, the scholar must look at what goes into the whole, that is, not only the beginning, but the middle and the end, as well as their relationship to each other. Likewise, if you consider the necessary rule for fingering designated by the dots and signs, that will give you what you need to know how to find your way beyond the frets. Furthermore, I can say that you can produce these notes if you remember also all locations of the frets, namely the first, second, third or whatever fret there is, all of which you need to know for doing diminutions on the viol and on the lute. This is also to the point, if you want to play your instrument in accompaniment with any similar or other kind of instrument.

If your instrument had to be tuned a whole tone or a semitone lower than the normal tuning, then at such times you must proceed as follows: Every time you see a stroke next to the preceding number as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \quad 4 \\
2 & \quad 3 \\
1 & \quad 4
\end{align*}
\]

That stroke will signify that one is to bar the note with the index finger, indicated by the dot to the upper left of the number. Likewise, when you need to bar with the finger on several strings, the stroke will extend over those strings as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \quad 5 \\
6 & \quad 7 \\
1 & \quad 8
\end{align*}
\]

You can use these examples as a guide for facilitating your playing. The first example is the way to shorten the string length over one fret, and the second, over two frets. From these examples you will see that the same barring technique can be used in other situations as required.

So that you don’t accuse me of having neglected to give you instruction by means of practical examples of playing beyond the frets, as I had promised in this chapter, I want to say that the examples to follow serve various purposes and do require going beyond the frets. I should say that this is as appropriate to the lute as to the viol. I say, however, that the rule for barring with the index finger should be contained in the tablature in the manner just shown and, as I said before, would apply equally to the lute and to the viol. Here are the examples which I had promised to give.
Other examples of ricercari for one voice will follow and are provided to fulfill the debt of my promise in Chapter XVIII. I speak here of *groppetti* and *tirate*, intabulated to facilitate the use of the bow and to provide practical examples of diminutions, as well as examples of playing beyond the frets, both on the body of the lute and at the very end of the fingerboard of the viol. Following these examples, I shall provide, also as promised, a madrigal to be played on the lute. Then another promise will be fulfilled, in that you will be given instruction on playing a viol with only four or even only three strings.
Chapter XXI

REASONS FOR HAVING WRITTEN THE RICERCARI

Dear readers, the ricercari for one voice were written specifically for you to learn how to do diminutions, ending with groppetti; they are intabulated for practicing the proper use of the bow in comfortable positions. I also wanted you to know how to play diminutions beyond the frets. With respect to explanations, one certainly could have said and done much more than I did with these examples. I avoided this, however, since I was aware of the high intellectual capacities of my readers. As you know, little suffices for much and, as the proverb goes, for a good student, only a few words need be said. I certainly have followed that saying, and thereby leave others the opportunity to add their own writings on the subject. Indeed, I ask other intellectuals, who are so disposed, please to give me their suggestions and corrections. I say this in earnest, as an expression of good will toward my brethren.

Now I shall give you a madrigal as an example to follow in playing the lute, as I had promised. Then I shall describe a tuning procedure which will permit playing on only four or even three strings, any diatonic composition. Note that you should try to play the madrigal first in the usual manner, without special tablature symbols, and then with the symbols. I commend this sequence to you, having provided both versions at considerable printing cost to help you see the value of tablature written with the special symbols.
Chapter XXII

METHOD OF TUNING THE VIOL
WITH ONLY FOUR STRINGS

Now I shall fulfill my promise to show you how to tune a viol so as to play comfortably any diatonic composition, not only with five or six strings, but with only four. First, with respect to tuning of the viol with five or six strings, there is nothing more I can say, that has not been said before in the Rubertina, where you have been given the first, second and third tunings which are used when playing with six strings. There is also the practice of playing up a fourth, which satisfies requirements for playing with five strings. We need yet to develop a method for use when there are but three or four strings.

First, in discussing the ability to play with only four strings, music which has been recently composed, it should be understood that we are talking about the four lowest strings on the instrument, since these strings seldom break and are seldom defective. The top two strings are often defective, however, and do tend to break. Since the bass viol is the most important of the sizes, as was said in the Rubertina, it needs to be tuned, under these circumstances, so that the second string is a third above the first; the third string, a fourth above the second string, and the fourth string, also a fourth above the third string. This tuning should be followed in the same way on the tenor, alto and treble viols, that is, each one as a solo instrument. In consort, the tenor and alto are tuned a fifth above the bass and the treble, a fifth above the tenor and alto. If the viols cannot sustain a tuning in these proportions, you should try the approach given in Chapter X of the Rubertina, on the tuning of viols. If you know that tuning, you will be able to play any composition quite easily. If you have six strings to use, you can use that tuning also, but the parts will be tuned in fifths over each other. That is, the tenor and alto a fifth above the bass, and the treble also a fifth above the tenor and alto.

The following will be the rules with illustrations, which are the same as in the Rubertina. Not, however, that the names of the strings are given only for the bass. For the other parts, the numerical intervals between the strings of the tenor and treble are given instead, and these are applicable if the instruments are played individually or in consort. They should be interpreted as being tuned each in fifths, as was said earlier. The bass will suffice for the others, assuming the same names for the strings, and the tunings of the other viols will proceed accordingly. Also note that you will be prepared, by these illustrated rules, to play anything a fifth lower, which you may do any time you play a piece in which the treble part is in a high position. To play it as written, the lowest string of the bass would have been tuned to a C (sol-fa-la), which is in a range suitable for the treble, and the treble would have been tuned to a G (sol-re-la). One can transpose down in the manner I described, to the key of F (fa-la) for the bass, the key of C (sol-fa-la) in the usual range for the tenor tuning and the treble to the key designated for it. In this way the rules you have been given for this practice have provided the method of transposing to the key of F (fa-la) from C (sol-fa-la) with the change of disposition required if you wish to play species and consonances, one as well as the other. Then you can familiarize yourself with transposition of the tenor part written in the treble range, with tunings of G (sol-re-la) to a more suitable tuning of C (sol-fa-la), and you can see the results it will produce from the illustrative example. In this way you will be always in a suitable range in your tuning, although the keys may be changed. I shall say nothing more about this, except to repeat that this tuning for viol should be done with the second string a third above the first, the third string a fourth above the second string, and the fourth string a fourth over the third. Then, to tune them in consort, the tenor and alto should be tuned a fifth over the bass, and the treble a fifth over the alto and tenor. These rules are now illustrated by the following example.
Chapter XXIII

METHOD OF TUNING TO PLAY ON ONLY THREE STRINGS

Now that you are familiar with the tuning and manner of playing on only four strings, we shall continue with a discussion of tuning the viol with only three strings. In this respect the tuning is the same in consort playing as for playing on four strings. Thus the alto and tenor will be a fifth above the bass, and the treble a fifth above the alto and tenor, the same as the tuning on four strings. But by themselves, the tuning is changed in the following manner. Whereas in the tuning of four remaining strings, the second string is tuned a third above the first and the other strings in fourths, the tuning of three remaining strings for solo playing will be in fifths, that is, the second string a fifth above the first string, and the third string a fifth above the second string. This tuning can be used also by players of the unfretted viola da braccia, since the stringing is in the usual manner. It is indeed true that this is not correct so far as fingering is concerned. I believe, however, that it is quite useful for gaining control over fingering, if one does follow the rules for playing the viol beyond the frets, as was explained in Chapter XII. The rules are demonstrated in the following illustration, as promised.
I wish to give this advice to my kind readers, that much patience is required to understand a rule or theory expressed by another person, because everyone has a somewhat different vocabulary and a different style of expression. This may be due, perhaps, to regional differences in speech and ways of saying things. Perhaps with the assistance of a common point of view and natural instinct, one can find sufficient inner strength to exercise patience, which is justified by the concept that every work that is brought to light would be incomplete if there were not something in it of intellectual significance. Although it is true that nature plays a role in all things, one should realize that works are created not without considerable effort. Yet the effort itself is not sufficient, even if it has taken five, six or more years to complete such as this one, unless it is also the culmination of one's life-long labors. But if you consider the benefits you have derived from these works, by your learning in just a short time all the things it has taken me a lifetime to discover, the mere contemplation of this fact should inspire you to exercise patience in getting to understand what has been said and to do away with all impediments which stand in the way of your studies, as I said at the conclusion of the Rubertina. With this reminder, I will add nothing further, except that I appeal to the good graces of my wise readers to accept the results of my labors as if they were the counsel of a father to his son, for what I have written is a similar expression of love and good will toward you. By the same token, I hope that you will be kind enough not to be annoyed about any omissions or errors which may have been committed in the instructions, and that you will accept the expression of my good will. My salutations to all of you!
Karl Neumann
1903 - 1982

The Viola da Gamba Society of America mourns the loss of its first president, who died on July 9 of a heart attack. Karl Neumann was born in Prosejov, Czechoslovakia, and began his musical training at the age of five, studying first the violin and later the violoncello. He attended the Universities of Munich and Vienna, and received a doctor of law degree from the University of Prague. His later musical training included cello studies with Ladislav Zelinka at the Prague Conservatory, Hugo Becker in Berlin, and Enrico Mainardi in Rome. He took part in various chamber music ensembles, first in Prague and later with the London Polish String Quartet.

During World War II Karl served in the Free Czech Brigade, and was awarded the Service Medal of Great Britain. After the war, he came to the United States, where he was employed as a cellist with the Columbus Symphony from 1945 to 1947, and with the Pittsburgh Symphony from 1947 to 1961. As early as his student years he developed a strong interest in ancient instruments, particularly the viola da gamba, and it was during his years in Pittsburgh that he, together with Colin Stern, founded the Musica Antiqua, an ensemble dedicated to the preservation and performance of early music. As a cellist and violist da gamba, he concerts for many years in both the United States and Western Europe.

In addition to his performing activities, Dr. Neumann also pursued an active academic career, serving on the faculties of Ohio State University, Duquesne University, the University of Southern California, and Emory University. He joined the faculty of the University of Southern Mississippi in 1961, teaching musicology and cello. There he established the USM String Quartet and organized and conducted the Collegium Musicum. Especially memorable among the Collegium’s performances was his production of Monteverdi’s Il combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda. After his retirement, the University named him Professor Emeritus of Music, and he remained active as a soloist, ensemble and orchestra musician, cello teacher, and scholar.
Members who have read the smooth, articulate prose of his articles in this and other journals will not be surprised to learn that Karl was a sensitive and expressive poet as well as a fine musicological writer. His most recent publication, Amphions Leier, is a collection of autobiographical impressions of the war years, famous composers, and life in Mississippi. It is available from Mary Rosenberg, Inc., 17 West 60th Street, New York, NY 10023. Another book is currently in the process of publication.

In recent years Karl and his wife Editha were often prevented from attending our annual Conclaves, but Editha writes that “Karl watched with great interest as the membership of the Society grew and the Conclaves moved to new locations. He cherished the kind letters he received from many members,” and looked forward to every new issue of VdGSA News and the Journal. Now that he and some of the other founding members are gone, I feel that their love and enthusiasm for the revival of early music, their dedication to the community of viol players, and their joy in active musicianship have become ‘a legacy to all of those who today carry on the work they began nearly a quarter of a century ago.”

Karl’s death came as a shock to all of us because, with his drive and energy, he somehow seemed imperishable. He will be remembered by this Society for his human warmth, his sense of humor, his many musical and scholarly accomplishments, and his far-ranging knowledge, of which he gave freely. Karl Neumann was an outstanding musician, teacher, scholar, and, above all, a beloved friend.
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